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ABSTRACT
Population genetics is the study of allele frequency distributions and
changes due to evolutionary processes such as selection, adaptation, genetic
drift and gene flow to understand how these processes impact populations over
space and time. Population genetics theory can be utilized to understand not
only population level interactions, but also interactions among closely related
species. In this dissertation I have utilized population genetics in three
conceptually related projects. Utilizing genome-wide gene coding markers, I
have tested the impact of population size changes on the genetic diversity of
coding genes in a model system (Arabidopsis lyrata subsp. petraea). This study
tests population genetics theory with an empirical data set. We have also utilized
genome-wide gene coding markers and divergence population genetics to
determine the origin of weedy rice in California (CA). This study applies
population divergence models and coalescent theory regarding probabilities of
common allele ancestry back in time to determine the closest relative of weedy
rice in that region. Finally, this dissertation includes a study that tests alternative
models of gene flow between cultivated rice and weedy rice populations in
Arkansas. The potential outcomes of the detected introgression of alleles from
cultivated rice to a weedy rice biotype are discussed in the context of the
phenotypic changes described in the plants that carry introgressed alleles. This
study examines the rate of gene flow between groups and infers the potential
evolutionary impact of this process. This dissertation covers population and
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species dynamics from theory to utilization of theory on both the within and
between species levels. The outcomes from these studies will be useful in
deciphering patterns in the larger topics of speciation and the mechanisms of
adaptive divergence.
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PREFACE
Divergence population genomics utilizes genome-wide genetic markers to
infer the processes that result in patterns of genetic variation in populations.
Models based on population genetics theory and the coalescent co-estimate
effective population sizes, time since divergence and relative gene flow between
populations. The theory behind these tools can also be applied to species to
understand the process of speciation and the level of interaction (or gene flow)
between species. This dissertation utilizes divergence population genomics to
infer the population and species interaction histories of natural populations. In
chapter one, population genetics theory, species interactions, and application of
these concepts to agro-ecosystems are reviewed. In chapter two, the impacts of
population bottlenecks and expansion on coding genes in natural Arabidopsis
lyrata subsp. petraea populations across northern and central Europe are
explored. This chapter is focused on testing population genetic theory with
empirical data, allowing us to better understand how coding genes are impacted
by population level processes in natural populations. In chapter three, population
divergence genomics is utilized to test hypotheses regarding the origin of a newly
established weedy rice population in CA. The best fit models indicate that weedy
rice diverged recently from cultivated rice in CA. In chapter four, gene
introgression from crop rice into weedy rice in Arkansas is detected and the
impacts are explored with regard to the potential movement of alleles between
crops and weedy biotypes. This chapter utilizes haplotype data to determine the
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feasibility of a hybrid origin of pink-awn rice as well as crosses and morphological
work to infer the potential repercussions of hybridization between crop and
weedy rice. These repercussions include potential increases in allele exchange
between other weedy biotypes.
To explore the impact of demography and selection on genetic variation
more broadly, I contributed to ongoing projects. Divergence population genetic
approaches were used to examine species dynamics associated with rapid
speciation in genus Argyroxiphium in the Hawaiian Silversword Alliance adaptive
radiation. Genetic data from this group indicates no structure based on species
delimitations with higher levels of within than between species variation
(manuscript forthcoming following active supplemental analyses in collaboration
with Dr. Elizabeth Friar). Additionally, I am co-author of a book chapter titled
Comparative and Evolutionary Genomics (Lawton-Rauh et al. 2010), a review
article titled Distinguishing Signatures of Selection verses Demography in
Regulatory Genes (accepted review: Plant Development and Evolution), and an
article that characterizes seed maturation defects in the Arabidopsis thaliana
mutant atem6-1 (Manfre et al. 2009). The above contributions are not included in
my dissertation because they are not the main focus of my thesis, but they did
contribute to my greater understanding of utilizing genetic tools to understand
broader concepts.
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CHAPTER ONE
LITERATURE REVIEW ON POPULATION GENETICS AND
SPECIES INTERACTIONS IN AGRO-ECOSYSTEMS

4

Introduction
Agro-ecosystems mirror natural ecosystems in many ways. Crops
compete for resources with weeds and wild species, pests can infest and destroy
plants, and environmental conditions can impact the success of all species in the
ecosystem. Typically, the most abundant species are purposely planted and
managed crops, however, high levels of competition among species and
interactions on both the population level and the species level persist. The ability
of a species to adapt, be it human mediated adaptation (crops) or natural
selection mediated adaptation (wild/weedy plants), will directly influence their
success in an agro-ecosystem. In this review, I will discuss population genetics
and species interactions to explain how these processes influence agroecosystems. I will also discuss how tools developed to study population
interactions can be co-opted to better understand how agro-ecosystems function
and what measures can be taken to better control weedy species.

Population level interactions
An important force in population level genetic diversity is genetic drift.
Genetic drift is defined as the random and neutral change in allele frequencies in
a population over time. The magnitude of drift is dependent on the size of the
population. In a small population, allele frequencies change with greater
variance. In a large population, drift has a smaller impact from one generation to
the next, but over several generations, drift will fix alleles and result in a reduction
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in genetic diversity. In an infinitely large, theoretical population, there would be
no impacts of drift and in the absence of selection, allele frequencies would
remain constant from one generation to the next (Hardy-Weinberg Equilibrium).
Selection acts on particular alleles in a population. There are several
types of selection resulting in different genetic signatures that can be tested. I
will not discuss these in detail here because they are also discussed in the book
chapter (Lawton-Rauh et al. 2010) and in detail in other reviews (Mustonen &
Laessig 2009; Nielsen 2005; Pritchard et al. 2010; Graur, D. and Li, W.H. 1999).
Selection is a non-random process where the fixation of alleles is due to
some functional impact on the organism, which results in an increase in fitness
for that individual. The result of selection on an allele is dependent on the
strength of the selective pressure and the size of the population (Lawton-Rauh
2008). In a small population, selection must be very strong to overcome genetic
drift and maintain the selected allele(s) over alleles that could be randomly fixed.
Therefore, slightly deleterious alleles can be maintained or even fixed in small
populations. In larger populations, smaller selective pressures can overpower
the weaker force of drift and fix the selected alleles.
As discussed, population size has a strong impact on how drift and
selection impact genetic diversity. Changes in population size result in changes
in genetic diversity of a population. A drastic reduction in population size, or
bottleneck, results in a reduction of genetic diversity in that population. This
reduction in diversity is strongly attributed to the loss of rare alleles that are
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statistically less likely to make it through the bottleneck (Leberg 1992). The loss
of genetic diversity is further enhanced by an extended time of reduction in
population size, resulting in a more pronounced impact of genetic drift on the
population. Population growth results in a gain of rare alleles over time, due to
increased numbers of alleles that could acquire mutations as well as a higher
likelihood of recombination between two heterozygous alleles (resulting in a new
chimeric allele). These rare alleles are maintained in the population at a higher
probability due to a larger percentage of alleles present making it through to the
next generation. The alleles can eventually increase in frequency due to genetic
drift or selection.
When a population splits into two separate populations, the overall effect
is dependent on the manner of splitting. If a new population stems from a parent
population in a new location, this is referred to as a founder event. The founder
population is genetically similar to a population under a bottleneck. The genetic
diversity is reduced proportional to the starting diversity of the parent population
and the size of the new population (Dlugosch & Parker 2008). Rare alleles are
often lost in the founding population (Leberg 1992), but maintained in the parent
population. One important distinction is that in a founding event the total genetic
variation of both populations is increased due to independent processes shaping
allele frequencies in the founding population versus those for the parent
population. The major factors contributing to different patterns of genetic
variation are drift and selection. If a current population splits into two daughter
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populations more or less evenly, there will be maintenance of alleles at different
frequencies and new mutations that lead to additional divergence between
daughter populations. Therefore, the genetic variation of the combined daughter
populations increases over time, assuming that genetic variation does not
decrease in the daughter populations. The differences in allele frequencies in
the daughter populations results in a decrease in heterozygosity and is
documented as the Wahlund effect.
Populations can also merge in some cases of secondary contact. The
result of this merging is an immediate increase in diversity. Following the
merging event, the population is impacted by drift and selection in the same
manner as other populations, eventually resulting in overall loss of the starting
populations’ additive genetic diversity, but likely higher in diversity than each
individual starting population.
Gene flow can and often does occur between presumably isolated
populations. In the past, gene flow between populations would be interpreted as
evidence that the two populations were not true populations. However, with
more recent advances in techniques that detect gene flow between populations
(Hey 2006), new studies show gene flow occurring between populations
(Nadachowska & Babik 2009; Junge et al. 2011) and even between species
(Friar et al. 2007; Hey & Nielsen 2004; Strasburg & Rieseberg 2008). The rate of
gene flow is low enough to allow allele frequencies in each population to be
independent of each other and therefore for drift and selection to act
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independently on each population. This low rate of gene flow is important to
allow for the spread of advantageous alleles between populations. When
selection is strong a very low rate of gene flow will suffice to spread
advantageous alleles (Morjan & Rieseberg 2004).
The population level processes discussed above shape long-term
molecular evolutionary patterns. Long-term population size has a large effect on
the level of genetic diversity across a genome (Glinka et al. 2003). Population
bottlenecks and subdivisions can be detected by a decrease in genetic diversity
(specifically, a decrease of rare alleles) within one population when compared to
another. Similarly, population growth can be detected by increases in genetic
diversity (specifically, an excess of rare alleles) within one population when
compared to other populations (Tajima 1989). These demographic scenarios
impact the entire genome (Lawton-Rauh 2008). The result is an overall gain or
loss of genetic diversity on a genome-wide scale, but it is important to
understand that these gains and losses are largely dependent on the stochastic
process of genetic drift. Therefore, the magnitude and direction of change varies
between regions of the genome (Schmid et al. 2005; Nordborg et al. 2005). In
order to understand the genetic impacts of demographic change, a whole
genome approach to sampling needs to be employed. This approach is now
commonly used in population genetics studies (Strasburg & Rieseberg 2008;
Mable & Adam 2007; Muller et al. 2008; Arunyawat et al. 2007; Staedler et al.
2008; Ikeda et al. 2009), however the variance in neutral genetic diversity may
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not be fully appreciated. In chapter two of this dissertation, I will discuss how to
use a whole genome approach to understand the genetic impacts of demography
in the evolutionary ecology model, Arabidopsis lyrata subsp. petraea.
Selection causes similar molecular evolutionary rates and patterns of
sequence variation. However, depending on the type of selection, the change in
genetic diversity is due to an excess or decrease of one type of polymorphism
over another. For example, purifying selection results in a decrease in nonsynonymous changes when compared to synonymous changes. Balancing
selection causes an excess of non-synonymous changes. These patterns are
incorporated into tests such as Tajima’s D statistic which measures the rate of
non-synonymous to synonymous changes (Tajima 1989). These patterns occur
in smaller regions of the genome than what is seen in demographic changes.
The size of the impacted region of selection is dependent on the time since the
selection event (or sweep), the effective size of the population, and the rate of
recombination in the genome. Selective sweeps can be detectable for a large
region of a genome when they first occur (higher linkage disequilibrium or LD
around the sweep). The area of the genome is broken down over time due to
recombination and new mutations in regions not under selection, decreasing LD
(Nordborg & Tavare 2002; Nordborg et al. 2002; Mather et al. 2007). Population
size also plays a role in the rate at which LD is broken down around a selective
event. A large population will have a higher rate of recombination events
between heterozygous chromosomes (Service et al. 2006). This is simply due to
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a larger number of reproducing individuals allowing for more combinations of
chromosomes in the population. For the same reason, LD will be broken down
faster in a population with higher levels of haplotype diversity, especially around
the region of the selective sweep. Linkage disequilibrium can also be small in
cases where selection takes place on an allele that has been present in the
population for a long time before selection has acted on it. In this case, there
would already be several haplotype backgrounds with the same allele under
selection, so selection will not be detectible in the surrounding regions.

Population genetics in agro-ecosystems
Agro-ecosystems consist of cultivated plants along with species that
successfully colonize fields and periphery (referred to as ‘weeds’). Because crop
plants are managed and are not subject to the same selective pressures as wild
plants (although I will discuss selective pressures on domesticates in more detail
below), I will focus this section on the population level interactions of weedy
species. Of special interest is herbicide resistance in weedy populations, due to
its economic importance and the strong selective pressures imparted by the use
of herbicides. Herbicide resistance is perhaps one of the strongest selective
pressures seen in agro-ecosystems. This is due to the high rate of single
herbicide use over multiple generations. Herbicide resistance can arise de novo
in weedy species due to repeated exposures, as seen in Amaranthus species
(Sibony & Rubin 2003; Hirschberg & Mcintosh 1983; Sprague et al. 1997) or
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through gene flow from the resistant crop such as Clearfield rice (Shivrain et al.
2008; Shivrain et al. 2009a) or another resistant weed as in Amaranthus (Wetzel
et al. 1999). Weedy species are also subject to demographic changes due to the
patterns of field colonization, where weeds are often cleared from a field each
growing season allowing new colonizers to take root. Therefore, weedy
populations tend to experience strong population bottlenecks along with strong
selective pressures to remain in a managed field. In order to untangle
demography from selection in weedy populations, we turn to population genetics
tools.
One good approach to untangle signatures of selection and demography
is to compare the differing patterns seen at neutral loci vs. genes thought to be
under selection in a population. Neutral genes are thought to only show
differences in genetic diversity based on the strength and duration of
demographic changes (Eyre-Walker et al. 1998; Luikart et al. 2003), but could
also experience higher rates of variation change depending on proximity to
genes under selection and due to the stochastic nature of drift (Tang et al. 2006).
Therefore, a large sample of neutral genes (estimated 25) is needed to measure
the baseline genetic variation at neutral genes, so demographic changes can be
estimated in a population (Carling & Brumfield 2007). Once baseline genetic
variation has been accounted for, then candidate loci can be tested for
signatures of selection, outliers in the distribution of genetic variation (Glinka et
al. 2003; Schmid et al. 2005; Nordborg et al. 2005). These candidate loci should
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be further tested for explicit involvement in a phenotype, before selection can be
confirmed. Sequence data is best for this approach due to the ability to compare
haplotypes, score types of mutations, and apply a mutation model to the dataset,
allowing for a more robust comparison to candidate loci. However, the discovery
of low copy nuclear loci to set up baseline genetic variation can be difficult in
systems without a sequenced genome making this approach difficult in nonmodel species. This approach also requires some knowledge of candidate loci to
test for variation. Other approaches to screen genomes for regions under
selection have been implemented to bypass this. One is to screen large marker
panels across a genome to pinpoint regions of lower diversity. This approach
can be useful to pinpoint regions under selection that may not have been chosen
as candidate loci a priori. Genome-wide scans can then be compiled with QTL
mapping to pinpoint genes or gene regions that are responsible for differences
between two groups (Chapman et al. 2008; Flint-Garcia et al. 2005).
In some cases, it is important to understand the demographic history of a
population or species. There are two currently utilized methods that are at the
forefront of contributing to our understanding of these processes. The first is
using coalescent theory and Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) simulations to
more exhaustively sample parameter space of demographic histories of two
populations (Nielsen & Wakeley 2001; Hey & Nielsen 2007). This models
isolation vs. migration between the two groups and co-estimates time since
divergence, population sizes and migration rates, allowing for the distinction of
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shared ancestry or gene flow for the presence of shared alleles in two
populations. The coalescent model requires the use of multiple unlinked loci, so
population history can be inferred by the combination of information from
separate gene trees. The estimates from this model also rely heavily on the
mutation rate. There are several assumptions that are also commonly violated in
real datasets that can impact the estimates (Strasburg & Rieseberg 2009).
Despite these issues, this program suite (IM and IMa) can be very useful if used
properly.
Approximate Bayesian Computation (ABC) is also useful to untangle
demographic histories of populations. In this approach, prior knowledge about a
population is used to define a few or several candidate demographic histories.
These histories are then modeled and simulated datasets are created from these
models. The simulated datasets are then compared to the real dataset to
determine which scenario is most probable to produce the given dataset. Some
caution should be used in this approach as well. First, the candidate
demographic scenarios should be realistic given the prior information and should
also be tested against a null hypothesis. The data used for comparisons
between simulations and real data is reduced to summary statistics and those
used will impact the outcome. Finally, results are based on a relative scale, one
scenario is more likely than another, but both might be incorrect. Like IMa, ABC
models can be very useful if used correctly as population genetics tools
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(Beaumont et al. 2002; Reagon et al. 2010; Guillemaud et al. 2010; Lopes &
Boessenkool 2010).

Species interactions
Species interactions mirror population level interactions, but on a different
scale. In fact, many of the same factors that impact diverging populations
(demography, gene flow and selection) also impact diverging species.
Hybridization and introgression are very important processes in closely related
species, like gene flow between populations. Because there is a large grey area
between diverging populations and separate species, I will not attempt to define
a species here (see Coyne et al. 2004; Wu 2001; Storz & Hoekstra 2007), but I
will discuss the process of speciation in how it relates to population genetics with
a special focus on domestication. I will also discuss hybridization and how gene
introgression is an important evolutionary mechanism.
Speciation is likely often accompanied by selection and population
bottlenecks. Let us consider the simple case where speciation is driven by
adaptation (selection on traits that are advantageous to a given environment) to a
new environment. This process is much like population differentiation and is
subject to the same long term molecular evolution patterns of genome-wide
demographic impacts and impacts of selection at loci that are advantageous to
the new environment. The difference between population differentiation and
speciation is the presence of some genetic barrier, even if only a partial barrier,
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to gene flow (note: this is not universally accepted in species concepts). The
genes responsible for this barrier have been coined speciation genes and are
involved in reproductive isolation (RI) between two groups. It is important to note
that because speciation is a process, genes involved in RI may arise after the
initial split of the two species. So, it is difficult to separate genes that are
causative in speciation and those that have contributed to RI after speciation took
place. There are also several cases in plants where speciation is most likely
driven by ploidy change as the main reproductive barrier rather than specific
genes. Here, we will refer to speciation genes as genes involved in RI with no
separation of those that may have caused speciation from those that are a result
of speciation.
There are some generalizations that can be made about speciation genes
in plants that are important to understanding how we can apply these concepts to
the process of domestication (as summarized in Rieseberg & Blackman 2010).
First, regulatory changes seem to dominate pre-pollination RI in plants.
Speciation genes in this category mostly control pollinator preference (such as
flower color), flowering time, and selfing rates. However, these genes have been
identified through candidate gene approaches, so genes involved in other
pathways may be under-represented. It is not clear if drift or selection is
responsible for fixation of these phenotypes within divergent species, but in both
cases there is likely some variation within species for these alleles. These
barriers are usually not perfect in that they allow some genetic exchange to take
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place. Another important generalization is that loss of function mutations and
copy number variations are common in plant speciation genes, but uncommon in
animal speciation genes. There are also fewer cases where selection on
speciation genes has been shown in plants (contrast to animals) indicating that
genetic drift may play a larger role in this process in plants or that animal
systems are easier to pinpoint candidate speciation genes. If genetic drift has an
impact on speciation genes in plants, then population size will be a very
important component in the speciation process.
I have discussed how the process of speciation is dependent on genes
that act to limit gene flow, but will now focus on how gene flow via hybridization
acts as an important evolutionary mechanism of species. Hybridization between
species can have several outcomes. Hybridization can lead to the formation of
new species (such as the Hawaiian Silversword Alliance, Barrier et al. 1999),
increase the diversity, via introgression, and therefore adaptive potential of an
existing species (as seen in Sunflower, Rieseberg et al. 2003), and result in the
loss of rare species due to loss of genetic distinctiveness from a close relative
(reviewed in Levin et al. 1996). Hybridization between two species does not lead
to introgression of all genes, but results in the exchange of those genes that do
not negatively impact the fitness of backcross hybrids or are not involved in RI of
those species. Introgression of alleles is often asymmetric with respect to which
parental genotype receives alleles due to differences in the barriers that keep
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hybrids from backcrossing in each parental line (Payseur et al. 2004; Baack &
Rieseberg 2007; Rieseberg et al. 1999).
Assuming structural constraints are spread evenly across the genome,
selection is likely the major driving force for the level of introgression into each
parental species as well as the maintenance of hybrids in the population (Morjan
& Rieseberg 2004; Whitney et al. 2010). Population size can impact the strength
of selection, and therefore the level of introgression and the fate of hybrids.
Small populations (or rare species) would therefore be more likely to harbor
introgressed alleles even if they are deleterious to the individual. Therefore,
hybridization poses a threat to small populations (rare species) due to the
inability for selection to weed out unfit hybrids and introgressed alleles (Rhymer
& Simberloff 1996).
Higher rates of introgression into a species can also benefit the species by
increasing its adaptive potential. Hybridization with a locally adapted species can
result in the introgression of genes that allow the new species to survive in the
specific environment (Rieseberg et al. 2003; Whitney et al. 2010; Lawton-Rauh et
al. 2007). This is also seen in the transfer of herbicide resistance into weedy
populations though hybridization with the crop (Wetzel et al. 1999; Shivrain et al.
2009b), resulting in the weed surviving herbicide application.
A hybrid swarm is a population or set of populations comprised of varying
levels of introgression among genotypes. This allows for several new
combinations of alleles at several genes that can be selected for adaption to
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several different environments (Ungerer et al. 1998; Lucek et al. 2010). Adaptive
radiations can stem from these swarms (Barrier et al. 1999; Salzburger 2009;
Gavrilets & Losos 2009; Koblmuller et al. 2010), as selection acts to differentially
increase the frequency of allele combinations that are adapted to particular
environments.
Speciation is similar to population divergence in factors that impact the
rate and outcome of the process. Therefore, the same tools used to study
population level interactions can be used to study species interactions. This has
been utilized in several species (Nadachowska & Babik 2009; Strasburg &
Rieseberg 2008; Staedler et al. 2008; Lawton-Rauh et al. 2007; Wang et al.
2010) including studies of domestication (Strasburg & Rieseberg 2008; Chapman
et al. 2008; Caicedo et al. 2007; Myles et al. 2011).

An emerging view of domestication
The domestication process of many species has led to leaps in
productivity in agriculture. Domestication of plants and animals is dependent on
selection for advantageous traits over a long period of time. It has been
proposed that domestication is a fast process with strong selective sweeps on a
few domestication genes. However, there has recently been a paradigm shift in
which domestication is considered a slow process (Purugganan & Fuller 2011),
which is not in itself different from the process of speciation discussed above. It
is likely that domestication occurred after long periods of plant use/low level
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cultivation by humans followed by some morphological changes that result in the
domestication syndrome. The domestication process occurs with varying
selective pressures over time and space. One of the more important ideas is that
the domestication process was guided by humans, but may not have been
intentional or directional. Plants under domestication also likely experience
continued natural selection pressures such as herbivore and drought resistance
(in addition to selection for traits targeted for yield or quality), which may show
signatures of selection at different time scales than genes under human selection
(Purugganan & Fuller 2011). Domesticates are not only great examples of
evolution in the sense of differentiation and adaptation, but are also exceedingly
well studied due to their economical and agricultural importance. These factors
make domesticates great systems to understand the interactions of demography
and selection in the evolutionary process.
Domestication involved differing selective pressures on particular traits as
well as selective pressures that changed over space and time, making it difficult
to disentangle the signatures of demographic changes (population size) and
selection. Selection in this case often occurred hand in hand with several
episodes of population bottlenecks (as in maize, Eyre-Walker et al. 1998).
Therefore, in order to test for selection on a candidate gene, one needs to
determine the level of diversity on a genome-wide scale. However, in cases of
inbreeding and strong bottlenecks, species could maintain very large regions of
LD for much longer periods of time resulting in a whole genome imprint if
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selection is acting on several traits across the genome (as suggested in rice,
Caicedo et al. 2007; and corn, Wright et al. 2005). Further complicating these
scenarios, differential selective pressures over time are likely making it possible
to miss signals of selection in a whole genome approach. It may also be difficult
to pinpoint areas under selection when the allele under selection was one that
was present in the wild population as a neutral (or nearly neutral) mutation for a
long period of time. This would result in the allele being present in several
haplotype backgrounds after selection took place.
Disentangling demography from selection during domestication is
important to understanding how the domestication process took place and what
drives genetic diversity in domesticates (Eyre-Walker et al. 1998; Yamasaki et al.
2007; Zhu et al. 2007; Doebley et al. 2006). It is likely that animal domestication
and plant domestication have different signatures and pathways to domestication
(much like the differences seen in animal and plant speciation). This is due to
both life history differences as well as the targets of human selection being
different in these two groups. I will not cover animal domestication, but it is
thoroughly covered in this review (Dobney & Larson 2006).
Although artificial selection is often considered to be the driving force for
domestication of crops, natural selection likely played a role in the domestication
process. Under the protraction model of domestication (Allaby et al. 2008) there
was a long period of time where natural and artificial selective pressures acted in
different directions on the same traits. For example, the shattering locus in
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several cereal crops would be differentially selected depending on the source of
selection (Thurber et al. 2010; Li & Gill 2006). In the wild, shattering would be
selected over non-shattering for distribution of seeds. However, non-shattering
would be selected by the use of sickles or knives for stalk harvesting of seeds. In
these cases, it may take much longer to fix a trait in a population than the simple
directional selection model.
Genetic signatures of selection have been detected on many genes
thought to be involved in domestication (reviewed in Doebley et al. 2006). Most
of these genes have been pinpointed by a priori knowledge and several of these
examples have not corrected for demographic impacts on the whole genome.
Off target effects of domestication, such as the evolution of weedy
species, are also very important to understanding this process. An agroecosystem is much like a natural eco-system in that there is competition among
plants for space, nutrients and sunlight. This competition allows natural selection
to continually play a role in selective pressures. Weedy species are a great
example of natural selection’s role in agro-ecosystems. Con-specific weeds are
the same species as the crops with which they grow, meaning they can readily
hybridize. This results in introgression of alleles between crops and weeds and
allows for a switch from artificial selection on an allele in the crop to natural
selection on that same allele in the weed.
Using a population genetics approach, we can infer the history of weedy
species, understand the level of hybridization they maintain with cultivated or
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other weedy species, and determine what weedy genes are under selection. We
can also estimate how much phenotypic diversity in the species can be attributed
to genetics and how much can be attributed to environmental factors.
Understanding these concepts is critical to understanding how best to manage
weedy species. This information will help better focus our efforts in combating
weedy species that threaten our food supply. Chapters three and four of this
dissertation focus on using divergence population genetic tools to unravel the
origin of CA red rice (chapter three) and determine the potential outcomes of
weedy and crop rice hybridization in Arkansas (chapter four).

Future directions
In this era of high throughput sequencing technology at a low cost, it is
hard to imagine a scientific field that will not be impacted by these advances.
The field of population genetics is not an exception to this, where the biggest
limiting factor is the ability to sequence several genes for several individuals.
However, there should be some caution in ‘over sequencing’ a system and
under-analyzing it. Emphasis should remain on testing specific hypotheses
rather than a sequence first, ask questions after approach. Therefore, careful
sampling will still remain the most important factor in population genetic studies.
However, we are now not limited to sequencing just a few genes. We will be
able address questions involving genome-wide diversity changes in response to
population size change, selective sweeps, and, of course, domestication. This
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will very important in non-model species where sequencing has in the past been
reduced to a handful of genes or microsatellites. Systems will be chosen for
applicability to a hypothesis rather than for the level of genetic work already done
on them.
Another great advance in the field is better ancient DNA collection and
amplification, allowing us to get a peek at which alleles were present in ancient
populations (Jaenicke-Despres et al. 2003). This will allow us to better calibrate
our molecular clocks and to answer questions that could only be inferred by
modern species. Using this technology will be especially useful when put into
context with archeological data.
Finally, I would like to emphasize the emerging importance of cross
discipline studies in the coming years. The ease at which genomic data is
coming available for many systems means that we can pinpoint candidate genes
more easily. It also means that we can push the boundaries of data analysis.
The new and exciting frontiers are merging genomic data with transcriptomes,
proteomes, and metabolomes (to name a few) in order to better understand the
key players in functional pathways (Zhang et al. 2007; Saito et al. 2008). Other
great advances will lay in the development of tools to incorporate population
genomic data with other important factors. One example of this approach is the
merging of field management information with genetic diversity of weedy rice in
Arkansas.
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CHAPTER TWO

SIGNATURES OF DEMOGRAPHY AND RECOMBINATION AT CODING
GENES IN NATURAL POPULATIONS OF Arabidopsis lyrata subsp. petraea
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Abstract
Demography impacts the level of genetic diversity present in populations.
The effect of demographic differences on genetic diversity at coding genes has
yet to be well studied in natural populations. Here we use six nuclear genes to
measure the level of genetic diversity in natural Arabidopsis lyrata subsp. petraea
populations that may have differing demographic histories since the Pleistocene.
The northern European populations show signatures of a strong population
bottleneck, with reduced levels of genetic diversity. However, the central
European populations also show signatures of demographic change since the
Last Glacial Maximum. High levels of recombination as well as differences in
starting genetic variation for these loci are most likely the cause of the variation in
which demography impacts genetic diversity. Time since divergence between
northern European populations is higher than between central European
populations, indicating that the northern European populations most likely
remained in separate refugia during the Pleistocene.
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Introduction
Demographic factors impact genetic variability within and between
populations. These factors include population structure, effective population size
changes and gene flow between populations, all of which can dramatically impact
the levels of genetic diversity across the entire genome (Lawton-Rauh 2008;
Wright & Gaut 2005). Selection acts on small regions of the genome, carrying
adaptive alleles. The use of multiple unlinked loci is now commonly employed in
population genetic studies to capture the levels of genetic diversity across the
genome, which have been shaped by the demographic history of that population
(Mable & Adam 2007; Muller et al. 2008; Arunyawat et al. 2007; Staedler et al.
2008; Strasburg & Rieseberg 2008; Ikeda et al. 2009). Although this concept has
been widely accepted, the extent to which demography can shape genetic
variability at coding genes across the genome has yet to be tested in natural
populations. This is most likely due to the lack of natural populations in which
demography can be separated from other processes, such as selection and
adaptation.
Understanding the role of demography in genetic variation is important for
the implementation of population genetic theory to understand selection,
adaptation and speciation. Inferring the cause of genetic signatures in a system
is hinged on an understanding of the demographic history which shapes the
‘neutral’ variation of the genome. It is important to understand that neutral
variation is not standard across all neutral loci, but is a distribution of values.
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Demography impacts the distribution of neutral variation, shifting the values of all
loci including outliers. Therefore, it is necessary to determine the distribution of
neutral loci, specifically coding genes because they share the same mutation
constraints, before selection on candidate genes can be tested.
Studying the genetic impacts of demography is further confounded by the
temporal component of this process. It may take several generations after a
change in population size before the genome-wide impacts have completely
manifested genetically (loss of rare alleles, increases in inbreeding coefficients,
etc.). Recent population size change is therefore difficult to fully assess. Starting
genetic variation of the population also plays a large role in the impact of size
change in a population. This makes it difficult to measure impacts of
demography without a ‘control’ population that has not experienced the same
demographic change. Finally, the types of markers used are very important to
understanding the impact of demography. The rate at which markers evolve and
the differences in the impacts of recombination on the mutation models can
highly impact the signatures of demography on a genome. It is for these reasons
that few studies have been able to empirically test the genome-wide impacts of
demography (but see Muller et al. 2008; Beck et al. 2008; Ross-Ibarra et al.
2008; Lockton et al. 2008; Heidel et al. 2010; Ingvarsson 2008).
Determining to what extent demography can impact genetic variation in
natural populations requires closely related populations with differing
demographic histories as well as an excellent evolutionary and ecological
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background on both the population level and the species level. Arabidopsis
thaliana (A. thaliana) has long been the model plant used in genetic and
developmental studies due to its small genome size, ease and quickness of
growth and propagation in laboratory settings, and plasticity to genetic
modifications. This model system status has resulted in a large knowledge base
of gene function and a sequenced, well characterized genome. More recently,
Arabidopsis has served as a model genus for speciation and evolutionary
ecology due to the interesting life history differences present in populations of
closely related species (Bomblies & Weigel 2007; Mitchell-Olds 2001; Shimizu
2002; Clauss & Koch 2006; Leinonen et al. 2009).
The closest relative of A. thaliana is A. lyrata subsp. petraea (A. l.
petraea), an out-crossing perennial with restricted habitat preference for low
competition rocky outcrops. Due to the species’ specific habitat preference,
populations have not been disturbed by human or animal migrations to the extent
of most other plant populations. Populations of A. l. petraea have therefore been
found to be stable with isolation by distance detected in microsatellite loci (Muller
et al. 2008), chloroplast and mitochondrial loci (Koch & Matschinger 2007) and
nuclear loci (Ross-Ibarra et al. 2008; Ansell et al. 2010). Furthermore, selfincompatibility in this species results in higher levels of heterozygosity than its
inbreeding cousin, A. thaliana.
European populations of A. l. petraea are presumed to have differing
demographic histories (Muller et al. 2008; Ross-Ibarra et al. 2008). Northern
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populations are located in regions that were glaciated during the Last Glacial
Maximum (LGM). This history has most likely resulted in population bottlenecks
followed by post-glacial expansion. The central European populations, on the
other hand, were not located in glaciated regions and thus are presumed to have
remained stable in population size and distribution throughout the Pleistocene. A
study using allozyme markers (Ansell et al. 2010) cites evidence of strong
demographic impacts on A. l. petraea across the entire range. This finding is in
contrast to the results cited using microsatellite markers, which indicate stability
in central European populations (Muller et al. 2008). The natural history, an
array of available genetic tools, and the absence of other confounding factors
(such as human disturbance) makes European populations of A. l. petraea a
great system to study the impacts of demography on genetic diversity of natural
populations.
We utilized expressed single copy nuclear loci (SCNL) to determine the
signatures of demographic histories between populations of A. l. petraea. Our
approach is unique in the utilization of sequenced coding regions of the genome,
which are better suited to divergence population genetics than are
microsatellites, transposable elements or chloroplast markers, to determine if
there are in fact signatures of demographic differences between European
populations. This approach is important as it will serve as a baseline of coding
gene diversity for this model system for ecology and evolution.
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Materials and Methods
Population Sampling and DNA Sequencing
Seeds were collected from 8 populations of A. l. petraea in northern and
central Europe for a total of 148 sampled plants (see Table 2.1 and Figure 2.1).
Seeds were germinated on germination media and transferred to soil containing
peat moss. They were then grown in a growth chamber with 12 hours of light per
day. Once mature, leaf tissue was collected for DNA extraction. DNA was
extracted using Macherey-Nagel NucleoSpin 96 Plant DNA extraction kit (Duren,
Germany). Twenty-one ecotypes of A. thaliana, selected to represent the range
of diversity on a SNP-based phylogeny (Schmid et al. 2006) were included as an
outgroup for analysis.
Single copy nuclear loci (SCNL) were developed as markers using the A.
thaliana published genome (http://www.arabidopsis.org). Only regions with long
exons (greater than 500 basepairs) were considered. Genes that contained
transposable elements or other repeat sequences were removed from the list.
Next, genes were screened for expression using the EST library. Finally, to
verify single copy status, only genes that had little similarity to the closest BLAST
hit were retained. This screen produced 23 loci, six of which were randomly
selected for this study (see Table 2.2). Primers were designed to amplify 400800 bp of exon for each gene. All genes were amplified by Polymerase Chain
Reaction (PCR) using standard conditions. Magnesium chloride (MgCl2)
concentrations and annealing temperatures were adjusted as necessary for
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some loci. Single bands were verified by gel electrophoresis. Excess primers
and dNTPs were removed by Exonuclease and Antarctic Phosphotase treatment.
Direct sequencing reactions were carried out with both forward and reverse
primers on PCR products by the Max Plank Institute and the Clemson University
Genomics Institute.
Data Processing
Sequences were aligned and checked for quality using Phred/Phrap and
BioLign version 4.0.6.2 (Tom Hall, http://en.bio-soft.net/dna/BioLign.html).
Alignments were trimmed to contain only high quality base calls (quality score of
30 or better) and to insure the same length for all sequences. Heterozygous
sites were called by eye using the presence of a double peak from sequence
reads in both directions. Sequences were doubled for each individual and
pseudo-haplotypes were created by the random assignment of heterozygous
base calls. PHASE version 2.1 (Stephens et al. 2001; Stephens & Scheet 2005)
was used to assign haplotypes to the genotypic data set. The program was run
five times for each dataset (both on whole data sets and individual population
data sets) with random number seeds. Whole data set runs resulted in lower
numbers of ambiguous sites and higher overall haplotype probability scores.
Haplotypes with consistently high probabilities were accepted for further analysis.
The output was checked by cloning two randomly chosen individuals and
sequencing eight clones for each locus. It was also checked with trio data from a
subset of individuals in the Plech and Spiterstulen populations. The trio data
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consisted of parental sequences (two individuals from the population that were
crossed in the lab) and sequences from four to six offspring from each cross.
This data can be used to determine the true haplotypes of the parental plants.
PHASE called all checked haplotypes correctly. Lists of ambiguous sites for
haplotypes with less than a 0.75 probability were compiled. Less than 1% of
sites fell into this category and there was little impact on analysis whether or not
these sites were included in the dataset. All PHASE runs were completed on a
laptop computer using a Linux operating system. Output files were saved in
excel.
Data Analyses
Haplotype networks for each locus were constructed using statistical
parsimony in TCS version 1.21 (Clement et al. 2000). Connection limits were
fixed up to 60 steps in order to connect A. thaliana ecotypes to the networks.
TCS was run on a desktop computer with Windows XP operating system.
Graphs were saved in TCS format and manually converted to graphs in
powerpoint.
DnaSP version 4.0 (Rozas & Rozas 1999; Rozas et al. 2003) was used to
calculate standard indices including numbers of segregating sites, haplotype
diversity, nucleotide diversity at silent sites (π) using the Juke’s Cantor correction
(Jukes & Cantor 1969) and Watterson’s θ at silent sites (Watterson 1975). Gene
neutrality and signatures of population size change were tested by estimating
Tajima’s D (Tajima 1989), Fu’s FS (Fu 1997) and Rozas’ R2 (Ramos-Onsins &
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Rozas 2002) statistics in DnaSP using 10,000 coalescent simulations to assess
significance. Bonferroni corrections for multiple tests were used to determine the
p-value cutoffs for significance. DnaSP was run on a desktop running Windows
XP operating system. Output was saved as an excel file.
Mutational models were found using FINDMODEL (available at
http://www.hiv.lanl.gov/content/sequence/findmodel/findmodel.html) using Akaike
Information Criteria (AIC) as in MODELTEST (Posada & Crandall 1998). The
best fit model for Phr2 was TrN (Tamura & Nei 1993). GTR (Rodriguez et al.
1990) was the best fit for all other genes. The more complex GTR model is not
available in most analysis software, so we used the model hierarchy from
MODELTEST to choose the simpler TrN model for Arlequin analysis (gamma
values from the original model were used) and the HKY (Hasegawa et al. 1985)
model for IMa analysis. FINDMODEL was run on a web-based platform. Output
was saved as text files.
Arlequin version 3.1 (Excoffier, L. G. Laval, and S. Schneider 2005) was
utilized to calculate ФST among populations using analysis of molecular variance
(AMOVA), pairwise ФST between each population, exact tests for population
differentiation, and Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium. We used 10,000 permutations
to assess significance of AMOVAs and pairwise ФST, while 100,000 steps were
used to assess significance of exact tests and HWE. Bonferroni corrections were
used to determine the p-value cutoffs for significance. Arlequin was run on a
desktop running Windows XP operating system. Output was saved as html files.
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Determination of recombination break points in each gene using the 4
gamete test (Hudson & Kaplan 1985) as well as estimation of the population
recombination parameter Hudson’s 4NC (Hudson 1987) were done in SITEs (Hey
& Wakeley 1997). SITEs was run on a desktop with Windows XP operating
system. Output was saved as text files.
Best fit population structure was inferred using STRUCTURE version 2.2
(Pritchard et al. 2000). Five permutations for each number of populations (K)
were set from 1 to 10 with 100,000 repetitions and a burn-in period of 10,000
steps. Log likelihoods for each run were compared to determine the best fit
number of populations. STRUCTURE was run on a desktop running Windows
XP operating system. Output was saved as a text file. Distruct (Rosenberg
2004) was used to produce graphical images of the STRUCTURE output.
BEAST version 1.4.8 (Drummond et al. 2005) was used to construct
Bayesian skyline plots (BSPs) for effective populations sizes (Nef) over time.
Each run used the HKY mutation model and a strict molecular clock with a 1.5 x
10-8 substitutions/site/generation. The mutation rate is based on that estimated
for the Brassicaceae family (Koch et al. 2001). The chain was run for
100,000,000 steps and increased in cases of low ESS values or poor
distributions of posterior probabilities. These were determined using Tracer
version 1.4, which was also used to reconstruct the BSPs. Due to low diversity
and small sample sizes in the Icelandic populations, BEAST could not determine
effective population sizes into the past. Therefore, these two populations were
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not included in this analysis. BEAST was run on a desktop running Windows XP
operating system. Output was saved as excel files.
IMa (Hey & Nielsen 2004; Hey & Nielsen 2007) was used to
simultaneously estimate effective population sizes (Nef), migration between
populations (Nefm), ancestral population size (NefA) and time since divergence
(T). Each population was analyzed on a pairwise basis with all other populations
that could be involved in the most recent split for that population. Longest nonrecombining blocks (LNRB) were determined from the 4 gamete test in SITEs,
and used for all analyses in IMa. Each population comparison was run in Mmode with wide value cutoffs for all parameters. After the initial run, three runs
with different random number seeds and smaller cutoff values that were based
on the distribution of parameter values from the first run. All runs had 50,000,000
MCMC steps after a burn-in of 100,000 steps. Each run had 10 chains with a
mixing rate of 5 chain swaps per step. All three M-mode outputs are checked for
convergence and nested models were tested in L-mode. Values were scaled
based on a substitution rate of 1.5 x 10-8 (Koch et al. 2001) and a generation time
of one year. All IMa runs were computed on the Condor cluster at Clemson
University using primarily an extensive web-enabled system to simultaneously
manage and monitor performances of each set of input priors. Output was saved
to text files.
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Results
Gene neutrality and recombination
After Bonferroni corrections, there were no estimates of Tajima’s D, Fu’s
FS or Rozas R2 that were significantly different from neutral expectations (see
Table 2.3). There were only two exceptions from Hardy-Weinberg Equilibrium in
the data set after Bonferroni corrections. Those are in Spiterstulen at Cori1 and
in Haselbrunn at Phr2. In both cases, the deviation was due to lower than
expected levels of heterozygosity at the locus.
The northern populations showed reduced levels of recombination events
per basepair of sequence than the central populations (see Figure 2.2). Plech
had the most recombination events as well as the highest average population
recombination parameter 4NC/bp. This value was impacted most by one highly
recombining locus (Fdh) in Plech.
Population Diversity
Consistent with a more recent population bottleneck, average silent site
nucleotide diversity (π) and Watterson’s θ are reduced in northern European
populations compared to central European populations (see Figure 2.3).
Sjonaripa has the lowest estimates of diversity, while Plech has the highest.
Average haplotype diversity is also decreased in the northern populations (Data
not shown).
Haplotype networks (see Figure 2.4) show differing patterns of diversity for
each locus. Ancestral alleles for A. l. petraea can be inferred by the closest
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connections to the A. thaliana ecotypes. These connections are most often to
central populations, but in Cori1 and Fdh it is with northern populations. This
could be reflective of an old split between the northern and central regions. The
most common haplotype (largest circle) for each gene is made up of a high
percentage of central European individuals. This is indicative of the center of
origin for these populations.
Population Structure
AMOVAs show highly significant ФST values for all 6 loci (see Table 2.4)
with higher within population variation than between population variation in all
cases. Mean and median values of ФST are slightly different indicating that none
of the 6 loci are greatly skewing these values. Average pairwise ФST estimates
were higher among the northern populations than among the central populations
(see Table 2.6). However, both ФST estimates and exact tests for population
differentiation had fewer significant values between the northern populations than
between the central populations. This could be a result of smaller sample sizes
(especially in the Icelandic populations) being insufficient to detect significant
differences using this test.
STRUCTURE analysis (Figure 2.5) found the most likely number of
populations to be six with the Pr(K=6) of 1 and the Pr(K=5) and Pr(K=7) of 10-34
and 10-28 respectively. The two Icelandic populations grouped with Spiterstulen
in STRUCTURE and all other populations were grouped according to their
geographic locations. Plech showed the most admixture with other population
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assignments. Schaerftal had one individual that appeared very ‘Plech-like’ in the
STRUCTURE output. This individual was checked for placement in the
haplotype networks to determine if it was mislabeled at the germplasm stage.
The alleles for this individual grouped very closely and often with other Schaerftal
alleles and so it was kept in the dataset.
Demographic history
Bayesian skyline plots indicate expansion since the LGM (20,000 years
ago) for at least one locus for all populations included (see Figure 2.6).
Haselbrunn appears to be the most stable, with little change in Nef across the 6
loci. In contrast, Neutras and Plech show increases in Nef over at all 6 loci. In all
cases, expansion does not appear to be exponential, which could be why Fu’s FS
and Roza’s R2 were not significant for any of the loci in these populations.
IMa results also indicate much smaller effective population sizes (Nef) for
the northern populations (see Table 2.5 and Figure 2.7) than for the central
populations, consistent with a recent bottleneck for the northern populations.
The point estimates for Nef in IMa are in all cases much lower than those
estimated from the BSPs. This is most likely due to the use of the full data set for
the BSP analysis and only the LNRB being used in the IMa analysis. High rates
of recombination in the data set could result in much larger Nef values when the
full haplotypes are used. By using only the LNRB, we are most likely
underestimating Nef values in IMa.
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IMa also estimates deeper split times for the northern populations, well
before the LGM (see Table 2.6 and Figure 2.7). This is consistent with a model
in which the northern populations split from the central populations before the
LGM and maintained small populations in refugia throughout the Pleistocene. All
three central German populations and the Austrian population seem to have split
from each other much more recently. The split times between Haselbrunn,
Neutras and Schaerftal are only about 2,000 years before present. Interestingly,
this is in contrast with the expectation that these populations have remained
stable for a long period of time. It is likely that our estimates of T are
underestimates due to the use of LNRB for this analysis. Because the rates of
recombination are so high in this group, we have very short blocks (see Table 2.2
for lengths) whose polymorphisms are representative of a more recent history
than the full length sequence. The full sequences have additional
polymorphisms that have been broken up by recombination, a signature of more
time since divergence. Therefore, it is possible that the central populations have
an older split time than what is represented in this dataset. However, this more
recent history is also reflected in the northern populations, so relative split times
should be unaffected by using the LNRB.
Discussion
Here we present evidence of differing demographic histories among
European populations of A. l. petraea. We have found lower nucleotide diversity,
haplotype diversity, and recombination rates among the northern European
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populations when compared to the central populations, indicative of smaller
effective population sizes. Our IMa and BSP analyses also indicate much lower
Nef values for the northern populations. These estimates coincided with what we
expect based on studies using other markers (Muller et al. 2008; Ross-Ibarra et
al. 2008; Lockton et al. 2008). BSPs showed increases in effective population
sizes since the LGM for all populations, including the central European
populations that were cited as stable using microsatellite loci. This finding is in
agreement with allozyme data (Ansell et al. 2010) that indicated an excess of
heterozygosity in several northern and central European populations. The
difference between microsatellite markers and coding genes could be due to
differences in the time scales represented by these markers. Microsatellites
detect a much more recent history than do nuclear loci, which could be why
expansion in the central European populations was missed. There could also be
discrepancies due to high levels of recombination which can confound the
mutation model for microsatellites. The level of recombination could also
account for the discrepancy of Nef estimates between IMa and BSPs. IMa used
the LNRB, which has a reduced amount of polymorphism, while the BSPs used
the full sequence. High recombination rates are likely to not be restricted to the
central European populations, but are likely not detected as often in northern
populations due to lower levels of nucleotide diversity. Therefore, northern
populations may have expanded at a greater rate since the LGM, but detection is
difficult at slower evolving loci with lower levels of starting variation due to a
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strong bottleneck. We could have missed sampling an excess of rare alleles
(signature of population expansion) due to low sample numbers for northern
populations. Starting genetic variation is clearly an important component of the
impacts of demography on a genome-wide scale. Studies that aim to determine
the genetic components of local adaptation seen in Arabidopsis lyrata (Leinonen
et al. 2009; Leinonen et al. 2011) will need to consider the demographic histories
of the populations when assessing selection on particular regions of the genome.
Haplotype networks show varying patterns of haplotype distributions
among populations. By rooting our networks with A. thaliana ecotypes, we were
able to show differences in the distribution of ancestral alleles among the
populations. This supports the theory of northern populations not being
colonized post-glacially from central European stocks, but rather surviving the
Pleistocene as separate, possibly transitory refugia (as proposed in Ansell et al.
2010). These refugia were potentially maintained as seeds in the seed bank
through the Pleistocene and established new populations when the glaciers
receded enough for plants to emerge. Post-glacial colonization would result in all
haplotype networks being anchored to A. thaliana through the parental
population’s haplotype and all others stemming out from that population. The
patterns seen reflect an older split between populations with drift and mutation
randomly fixing different alleles at different loci. The central populations do show
signatures of being the center of origin for all the populations, but the differing
patterns indicate that this was not a recent event. Consistent with the patterns
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from the haplotype networks, IMa data supports a pre-glacial split time between
northern and central populations. However, the IMa data suggests a post-glacial
split between the central European populations. These estimates contrast with
those from a study that used Plech as a reference population in demographic
modeling (Ross-Ibarra et al. 2008). Our demographic model did not assume
stability in any of the tested populations, allowing for a more comprehensive
model. It has been suggested that the center of origin for A. l. petraea is in
Austria rather than Germany (Ansell et al. 2010). Haplotype networks include
Schaerftal alleles in the most common haplotypes as well as shared haplotypes
between all populations. The recent split times indicated between Schaerftal and
central German populations in our IMa data, make it difficult to determine which
population is the oldest. Sampling of additional Austrian populations is needed to
determine if Austria is in fact the center of origin for this species.
STRUCTURE and ФST estimates indicate strong population structure
between populations and low levels of gene flow for all except the three northern
populations. However, IMa estimates higher rates of gene flow and more recent
split times among the central populations. This discrepancy among programs is
most likely due to high recombination rates in the central populations, resulting in
an increase of private alleles in the central populations that are not detected
when using the longest non-recombining block of sequence for IMa analyses.
The underlying models for these programs are also very different in that IMa
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uses a coalescent approach for allele divergence while STRUCTURE uses
current haplotype frequencies to determine relatedness of populations.
It is important to note that our data most likely violates the IMa model of no
gene flow from a third population. A recent simulation study (Strasburg &
Rieseberg 2009) has shown that these violations can result in increases in Nef for
the population that is receiving alleles from a third population and increases in
the range of the highest probability density (HPD-90) intervals for NefA and T, but
with little impact on point estimates for these two parameters. Only very high
values of gene flow from a third population (Nefm > 0.5) have a strong impact on
estimates (Strasburg & Rieseberg 2009). Point estimates from the Icelandic and
Norwegian populations do not show migration rates high enough to impact other
comparisons, but some point estimates for the German and Austrian populations
are high enough to have an impact. In most pairwise comparisons, the HPD-90
intervals include values of greater than 0.5 for Nefm. From the simulation study, it
does not seem that this violation of the model would not be enough to skew the
parameter estimates to the extent that is found between the northern and central
European populations. However, this violation is most likely the reason for such
high HPD-90 intervals for NefA and T in all runs.
Nuclear loci show different patterns of demographic histories for European
populations of A. l. petraea than what was found at microsatellite loci. These
differences are important for understanding how the level of starting variation can
determine the extent to which demography can impact coding genes across the
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genome. Including more loci (the total 23 developed in the original screen) would
result in sampling a larger range of starting variation that is present across the
genome. This larger sample of loci would allow for the detection of shifts in
variation seen at neutral loci due to demographic factors. Including more loci
would also allow for the detection of deeper histories when using only the LNRB
for analysis. Because demography and recombination are important factors in
baseline genetic diversity, a genome-wide approach should be utilized in all
studies of selection, speciation, or population divergence in order to capture the
level of variation that is a result of demography and recombination vs. that which
is the result of selection.
Another important factor in genome-wide genetic diversity is the level of
gene flow from diverged populations or closely related species. A recent study
has shown that gene flow between A. l. lyrata and A. halleri since initial
divergence has impacted the level of diversity on a genome-wide scale (Wang et
al. 2010). It would be interesting to test gene flow between A. l. petraea and
other closely related species. Of special interest is A. arenosa, which maintains
a stable hybrid zone with A. l. petraea in Austria (Koch, personal
communication). It would be informative to know if there are regions of the
genome undergoing different levels of gene flow and if those regions coincide
with regions that are differentially shared between A. l. lyrata and A. halleri.
These regions might harbor ‘speciation genes’ or genes that maintain
reproductive isolation between groups. This approach would be a nice
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complement to candidate gene approaches to understanding mechanisms of
speciation in plants (see Rieseberg & Blackman 2010 for review).
This study is one of few to describe the genome-wide genetic impacts at
coding genes for changes in demography. These coding genes are not
completely neutral because there is some selective pressure to maintain
function; however they are non-candidate for selection between populations.
Although theory on the subject of demographic impacts on genome-wide
diversity is well accepted, solid empirical data from natural populations is lacking.
Understanding how genome-wide diversity is impacted by neutral processes is
critical to deciphering patterns caused by non-neutral processes. Therefore, a
full understanding of the demographic history of model systems, such as
Arabidopsis, is pivotal to utilizing these systems to their full extent. The outcome
of these studies will also be useful in predicting the outcomes of contemporary
demographic changes in natural populations, whose impact on genetic diversity
will be difficult to fully assess for many years.
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Table 2.1: Population sampling of Arabidopsis lyrata petraea in northern and
central Europe. Number sampled (# sampled) corresponds to the number
of individuals used in this study.

Population

Location

Skutustasir

Iceland

Sjonaripa

Iceland

Spiterstulen
Stolberg

Latitude

Longitude

#sampled

Sampled by

65⁰34.26N 17⁰07.90W

5

Ramos-Onsins

64⁰01.88N 16⁰56.28W

5

Ramos-Onsins

Norway

16

Savolainen

N. Germany

32

Lawton-Rauh

Plech

Central Germany 49⁰37.65N

11⁰30.72E

32

Clauss and
Mitchell-Olds

Neutras

Central Germany 49⁰31.94N

11⁰32.65E

32

Lawton-Rauh

Haselbrunn

Central Germany 49⁰47.40N

11⁰25.27E

9

Lawton-Rauh

47⁰54.99N

15⁰58.70E

17

Koch and MitchellOlds

Schaerftal

Central Austria
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Table 2.2: Single Copy Nuclear Loci (SCNL) information. Longest nonrecombining block (LNRB) was utilized in Isolation with Migration
modeling. Starred columns were based on the A. thaliana published
genome (http://www.arabidopsis.org).
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COP1-interacting protein 7

Coronatine-induced
protein

Beta ketoacyl-CoA
synthase

Ferredoxin nitrite
reductase, putative

Phytolase/Blue light
receptor

Cip7

Cori1

Fdh

Fnr

Phr2

At2g47590 581

At2g15620 615

At2g26250 416

At1g19670 470

At4g27430 764

At5g13930 736

Chalcone synthase

Chs

Length
(bp)

Location*

SCNL Name/Function*

60

83

44

136

158

276

LNRB
length (bp)

CATCGCTGCTAACCCTCTTC

AGAGAATGCCAAATGGGAAA

CTCTCTAACCGTCGTCGTGA

GACCCATCCATCACGTTTTC

CTTGGACGGGAACAAGATGT

TCCTCAAGGAAAACCCACAC

Forward primer

AGGAATATCGCCAAGCTCAA

TTCTCTAGGCACAGCACCAA

ACCAGAACCGAAAGCGATCT

CCAGACGCTTCTTCCAACTC

ACTCTGGCCGTTTCTTCTGA

CACCATCCTTGGCTGACTTT

Reverse primer

Table 2.3: Tests for locus specific neutrality and demography by population.
Estimate given with P-value for all tests. Tests completed in DnaSP and
Arlequin. Significant estimates after Bonferroni correction are in bold.
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Pop.

Gene

Skutustasir

Chs
Cip7
Cori1
Fdh
Fnr
Phr2
Chs
Cip7
Cori1
Fdh
Fnr
Phr2
Chs
Cip7
Cori1
Fdh
Fnr
Phr2
Chs
Cip7
Cori1
Fdh
Fnr
Phr2
Chs
Cip7
Cori1
Fdh
Fnr
Phr2
Chs
Cip7
Cori1
Fdh
Fnr
Phr2
Chs
Cip7
Cori1
Fdh
Fnr
Phr2
Chs
Cip7
Cori1
Fdh
Fnr
Phr2

Sjonaripa

Spiterstulen

Stolberg

Plech

Haselbrunn

Neutras

Schaerftal

Tajima's
D
0.931
0.021
0.851
1.755
1.290
2.106
-0.177
1.303
0.504
N/A
-0.831
1.449
1.200
-0.418
-0.182
0.696
-0.926
-0.329
0.741
-0.609
-0.414
1.868
0.288
0.204
2.057
1.065
0.699
1.901
1.310
1.327
2.391
-0.041
-0.370
0.832
0.651
1.901
2.293
0.232
-0.482
1.452
0.130
1.787
2.398
0.450
-0.482
0.690
2.560
-0.232

pvalue
0.839
0.021
0.878
0.970
0.938
0.994
0.409
0.943
0.722
N/A
0.223
0.955
0.906
0.386
0.477
0.999
0.190
0.375
0.805
0.310
0.346
0.989
0.522
0.628
0.989
0.897
0.792
0.989
0.953
0.942
0.996
0.518
0.382
0.869
0.792
0.984
0.995
0.643
0.378
0.949
0.613
0.985
0.997
0.704
0.342
0.804
0.999
0.454

Fu's FS
0.300
0.590
0.625
0.281
1.210
4.646
-2.540
1.029
1.726
N/A
-1.185
2.083
1.443
3.614
1.362
2.773
8.720
-0.257
-0.200
1.683
-0.392
-0.069
2.863
1.522
2.558
-0.382
-6.670
-1.398
6.440
-2.688
6.388
-0.878
-3.532
-0.553
6.832
0.930
3.672
1.066
-2.405
6.535
9.384
2.279
7.789
-0.276
-4.058
0.752
5.356
0.271

pvalue
0.483
0.590
0.484
0.538
0.648
0.978
0.006
0.618
0.831
N/A
0.180
0.824
0.835
0.932
0.787
0.931
0.994
0.419
0.475
0.807
0.397
0.785
0.954
0.897
0.927
0.638
0.004
0.527
0.997
0.280
0.989
0.367
0.025
0.556
0.990
0.806
0.962
0.855
0.123
0.983
0.993
0.985
0.996
0.478
0.012
0.703
0.997
0.642
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R2
0.228
0.178
0.267
0.263
0.241
0.262
0.180
0.267
0.214
N/A
0.133
0.268
0.222
0.108
0.115
0.147
0.091
0.124
0.152
0.097
0.080
0.170
0.114
0.114
0.178
0.142
0.133
0.17
0.142
0.149
0.239
0.141
0.126
0.172
0.174
0.233
0.186
0.114
0.088
0.154
0.110
0.172
0.212
0.137
0.098
0.144
0.210
0.111

pvalue
0.652
0.351
0.517
0.889
0.804
0.990
0.170
0.746
0.635
N/A
0.091
0.707
0.883
0.408
0.427
0.831
0.226
0.415
0.801
0.476
0.288
0.995
0.687
0.650
0.996
0.916
0.817
0.995
0.966
0.956
0.999
0.556
0.319
0.908
0.894
0.988
0.999
0.665
0.374
0.960
0.638
0.995
0.999
0.689
0.271
0.821
1
0.455

Obs.
Het
0.2
0.8
0
0.4
0.667
0.2
0.75
0
0
N/A
0.4
0.75
0.375
0.875
0.188
0.938
0.5
0.438
0.469
0.625
0.219
0.844
0.875
0.531
0.688
0.719
0.813
0.875
0.5
0.844
0.444
0.778
0.778
1
0.667
0.667
0.844
0.781
0.656
0.813
0.219
0.781
0.706
0.647
0.647
0.706
0.824
0.471

Exp.
Het
0.689
0.622
0.533
0.844
0.933
0.689
0.786
0.533
0.714
N/A
0.844
0.536
0.524
0.700
0.558
0.704
0.446
0.365
0.538
0.702
0.304
0.880
0.862
0.553
0.810
0.835
0.905
0.929
0.721
0.949
0.608
0.902
0.869
0.928
0.752
0.876
0.858
0.745
0.702
0.808
0.226
0.756
0.749
0.692
0.676
0.882
0.873
0.670

pvalue
0.048
1
0.203
0.004
0.196
0.050
0.779
0.047
0.032
N/A
0.008
1
0.043
0.752
0.000
0.882
0.518
1
0.183
0.135
0.061
0.866
0.264
0.813
0.044
0.045
0.123
0.079
0.004
0.059
0.162
0.126
0.288
0.702
0.091
0.000
0.084
0.504
0.169
0.272
0.137
0.603
0.268
0.315
0.221
0.066
0.644
0.003

Table 2.4: Analysis of Molecular Variance results for population structure by
locus. Degrees of freedom (d.f.), sum of squares (S.S.), percent of total
variance (% variance), and population differentiation (ɸST) were estimated
in Arlequin. All loci have significant among population variation. Mean
and median ɸST values are in bold.
Locus Source of Variation d.f.

S.S.

Variance components % variance ФST

Chs

149.134
587.008
86.259
419.633
122.936
181.502
245.287
967.959
583.78
1066.415
161.932
521.14

0.55430 Va
2.05248 Vb
0.31000 Va
1.45706 Vb
0.49626 Va
0.64362 Vb
0.90761 Va
3.37268 Vb
2.31444 Va
3.75498 Vb
0.61357 Va
1.82217 Vb

Cip7
Cori1
Fdh
Fnr
Phr2

among pops
within
among pops
within
among pops
within
among pops
within
among pops
within
among pops
within

7
286
7
288
7
282
7
287
7
284
7
286
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21.26
78.74
17.54
82.46
43.54
56.46
21.2
78.8
38.13
61.87
25.19
74.81
Mean
Median

0.21264
p = 0.0000
0.17543
p = 0.0000
0.43536
p = 0.0000
0.21204
p = 0.0000
0.38133
p = 0.0000
0.2519
p = 0.0000
0.27812
0.23227

Table 2.5: Estimates of current effective population sizes (Nef) inferred from the
best fit model in IMa. Point estimates are averages across all pairwise
comparisons. The highest and lowest values for 90% of the highest
probability densities are given in parentheses.
Population

Nef*

Skutustasir

399
(13-20,202)
Sjonaripa
298
(13-20,886)
Spiterstulen
253
(13-16,364)
Stolberg
1,662
(118-18,244)
Plech
21,096
(3,247-48,699)
Haselbrunn
12,523
(2,050-48,883)
Neutras
6,733
(683-26,196)
Schaerftal
11,580
(2,524-48,751)

61

62

Sjonaripa

Skutustasir

Sjonaripa

Skutustasir

Sjonaripa

Spiterstulen

Spiterstulen

Stolberg

Haselbrunn

Neutras

Haselbrunn

Neutras

Neutras

Schaerftal

Schaerftal

Neutras

Skutustasir

Spiterstulen

Spiterstulen

Plech

Plech

Stolberg

Plech

Plech

Stolberg

Stolberg

Plech

Plech

Haselbrunn

Plech

Haselbrunn

Schaerftal

T (years)*
399,054
(143,533-3,146,688)
594,637
(33,123-3,152,997)
610,410
(58,360-3,146,688)
80,442
(14,196-3,152,997)
976,341
(33,123-2,900,631)
323,344
(48,896-3,140,379)
61,514
(4,731-3,124,606)
55,205
(23,659-3,146-688)
36,278
(7,886-3,152,997)
26,814
(14,196-3,152,997)
111,987
(33,123-2,610,410)
67,823
(33,123-3,152,997)
2,366
(263-525,500)
105,678
(23,659-3,149,842)
36,278
(14,196-3,143,533)
2,050
(11,041-3,143,533)

Nef A*
171
(171-295,820)
2,011
(158-277,773)
3,220
(1,078-276,972)
85,266
(15,970-499,974)
77,142
(276-496,136)
23,370
(171-307,256)
65,707
(276-513,144)
75,329
(29,127-498,935)
359,332
(50,828-439,866)
116,154
(41,969-440,392)
90,037
(19,282-490,339)
87,907
(13,289-519,795)
24,198
(210-24,198)
79,982
(25,276-556,349)
90,431
(27,419-590,208)
315
(315-570,597)

Nefm1*
(Pop2→Pop1)
0.0124
(0.0004-0.6404)
0.0020
(0.0004-0.5740)
0.0024
(0.0002-0.2267)
0.0051
(0.0051-1.6749)
0.0016
(0.0016-0.9656)
0.0099
(0.0003-0.2843)
0.1254
(0.0014-0.8335)
0.8361
(0.0044-4.9334)
0.1568
(0.0010-1.5267)
0.0995
(0.0007-0.9549)
0.0498
(0.0100-17.360)
0.0083
(0.0083-10.080)
1.6996
(0.3766-3.8714)
0.5737
(0.0283-2.9609)
0.2542
(0.0014-1.9411)
0.5053
(0.0701-2.1443)

Nefm2*
(Pop1→Pop2)
0.0001
(0.0001-0.1585)
0.0678
(0.0009-1.2382)
0.0001
(0.0001-0.1081)
0.0177
(0.0003-0.3581)
0.0002
(0.0002-0.1220)
0.0070
(0.0002-0.2126)
0.0032
(0.0002-0.0679)
0.0978
(0.0012-1.3421)
0.9515
(0.0049-8.1789)
0.1249
(0.0011-1.5083)
0.4709
(0.1205-18.385)
0.0637
(0.0021-3.1174)
0.0806
(0.0013-2.1312)
0.3098
(0.0028-2.6350)
0.6495
(0.0023-3.2520)
0.0012
(0.0012-0.6676)
421

0.3914

1.8518

21.087

0.1303

0.1058

0.7966

0.1648

8.5491

39.19

1.4143

8

0.2881

24

0.0295

124

Nefm1 /
†
Nefm2
Average
‡
ФST
0.24707
(0, 0)
0.22856
(1, 5)
0.34948
(2, 5)
0.26939
(2, 4)
0.31694
(4, 4)
0.51614
(6, 6)
0.40214
(6, 6)
0.22454
(6, 6)
0.21267
(4, 6)
0.2171
(6, 6)
0.05397
(1, 5)
0.08093
(3, 6)
0.11275
(2, 6)
0.14292
(5, 4)
0.15597
(4, 6)
0.18287
(3, 6)

* Point estimates from IMa are reported from data compiled from three separate runs. HPD-90s are given in parentheses.
† Ratio of migration rate point estimates from IMa.
‡ Average of the estimates across all 6 loci from Arlequin. The numbers of sites that were significant for ФST (first) and for
the exact tests of differentiation (second) are given in parentheses.

Population 2

Population 1

Table 2.6: Pairwise population inferred histories from IMa and Arelquin.

Figure 2.1: Map of Arabidopsis lyrata subsp. petraea sampling in Europe.
Number of sampled individuals from each population is in parentheses.
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Figure 2.2: Recombination rate by population. Recombination events/10bp is the
number of recombination events counted for each gene (from the 4
gamete test) divided by the length of the gene in base pairs and multiplied
by 10. These are averaged across all 6 loci. Average 4NC/bp across 6
loci is shown by the bar. The dots indicate values for each locus.
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Figure 2.3: Diversity statistics by population. Each estimate of Watterson’s theta
per basepair (θw/bp) and nucleotide diversity with Juke’s Cantor
correction per basepair (π-JC/bp) calculated at silent sites. Average
estimates across 6 loci is shown by the bars, dots indicate estimates for
each locus.
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Figure 2.4: Haplotype networks for each locus. Each circle represents a single
haplotype with divisions based on the proportion contributed by each
population. Open circles represent inferred missing haplotypes. The
connections of A. thaliana haplotypes (in black) into the networks are
shortened to fit (greater than 30 steps for all networks). Networks built in
TCS.
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Figure 2.5: Population structure as inferred from the best fit number of groupings
in STRUCTURE. Best fit model had K=6 populations. Each color
represents STRUCTURE’s population assignment. Individuals are shown
as each line in the box of the population in which they were collected
(labeled on the top).
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Figure 2.6: Bayesian skyline plots (BSP) showing estimates of effective
population sizes (Nef) into the past for each of 6 loci. Each locus is
represented by a separate line on each graph. Time (in years before the
present) is on the x-axes and Nef is on the y-axes. Black lines indicate the
approximate time of the LGM at 20,000 years before present.
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Figure 2.7: IMa results for inferred population histories. The current effective
population sizes are relative to the width of the box for each population.
Times since divergence (in millions of years before present) are indicated
by lines connecting boxes. The full black lines indicate the most recent
divergence time for each population, while the dotted grey lines indicated
less recent divergence times. Insert: Relative migration rates are
indicated by the size of arrows. For simplicity only migration rates for the
most recent divergence times for each population were included.
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CHAPTER THREE

THE INDEPENDENT ORIGIN OF RECENT WEEDY RED RICE POPULATIONS
IN CALIFORNIA
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Abstract
Weedy red rice is a difficult to control con-specific weed of rice fields.
Since eradication in the 1970s, CA rice producers have avoided weedy rice
infestations in their fields until 2003. Here, we describe a newly established,
distinct red rice population growing in northern CA. Based on genetic and
morphological data, this population is significantly diverged from weedy rice
found in the southern United States (US). It is also not closely related to any of a
broad range of AA genome Oryzas that have been sequenced. These include
wild rice species O. rufipogon, O. nivara, O. barthii, O. glumaepatula, and O.
meridionalis as well as cultivated Asian rice (O. sativa: tropical japonica,
temperate japonica, aus, indica, and aromatics) and cultivated African rice (O.
glaberrima). Using coalescent based analysis, we have determined that CA
weedy red rice is most recently diverged from the O. sativa subgroup temperate
japonica rice which is cultivated in CA. This could be a newly derived weedy red
rice biotype from a cultivated ancestor, the same route that other weedy red rice
biotypes in the southern US were presumed to have been established. The
establishment of an independently derived, new weedy rice lineage in agricultural
fields could have huge implications in rice management as well as a broader
range of crops with close wild/weedy relatives. Delving more deeply into the
shared and different mechanisms responsible for the evolution of weedy rice will
allow us to better understand how weeds evolve and persist as well as broader
questions of evolutionary mechanisms for adaptation.
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Introduction
Domestication of plants and animals is a complex evolutionary process
that can be utilized as a model to better understand the roles of selection and
demography on species divergence (Purugganan & Fuller 2009). Domesticates
and wild relatives that can interbreed are common among plants (Ellstrand et al.
1999) and animals (Dobney & Larson 2006). Utilizing genome-wide studies in
these interbreeding complexes allows for a better understanding of the impacts
of gene introgression on adaptation and the maintenance of species boundaries
in the face of gene flow (Ross-Ibarra et al. 2009; Strasburg & Rieseberg 2008).
Domesticates can also become feral or revert to wild traits (Bagavathiannan et al.
2010; Burger et al. 2006). This reversion to wild traits could be the result of
natural selection acting on standing genetic variation in the domesticated
populations or due to gene flow from wild relatives. In agro-ecosystems, crops
that revert to wild traits could have the potential to become weedy (Ellstrand et al.
2010).
Weeds are undesirable plants in agricultural fields because they
negatively impact agricultural yield and harvest. Weedy species have evolved
several mechanisms that allow for their persistence in agro-ecosystems. While
all weeds are a problem, some of the most invasive and difficult to control weedy
species are those which are very similar to cultivated crops with which they grow.
These similarities can result from the loss of cultivation specific alleles in crops
resulting in a greater presence of weedy traits (e.g. weedy rye in CA; Burger et
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al. 2006), hybridization between crops and wild relatives (e.g. wild radish; Ridley
& Ellstrand 2009), or by selection for phenotypic mimicry of the cultivated plant
(e.g. barnyard grass growing in rice fields; Barrett & Wilson 1983). This similarity
between crop and weed can be further complicated if the two lineages are
genetically compatible and hybridization occurs, potentially transferring alleles for
weedy characteristics to the cultivated populations and cultivar specific alleles
into weedy populations (Shivrain et al. 2009a). One important example of this is
herbicide resistance alleles that can move into weedy species that hybridize with
resistant crops (Shivrain et al. 2008; Gealy et al. 2003; Stewart et al. 2004).
Selective pressures for herbicide resistance are very strong in agro-ecosystems
due to repeated applications of single herbicides in most fields. This strong
selective pressure could potentially fix these alleles in weedy populations very
quickly. Interactions among crops and weeds can impact the adaptive potential
of a weed to a new environment by simultaneously increasing genetic diversity in
the weed and imparting alleles from the crop that are already suited to survival in
an agro-ecosystem.
An example of a weed that interacts with the crops in the US is weedy or
red rice (Oryza sp.), which infests rice fields across the southern rice belt
(Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi, Missouri, and Texas). This weed most likely
originated from an early domesticated Asian rice (O. sativa) that reverted to
wild/weedy traits before establishment of rice cultivation in the US (Gross et al.
2010; Reagon et al. 2010; Thurber et al. 2010). Although red rice physiologically
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and phenotypically resembles cultivated rice, it differs in several important weedy
traits including shattering, seed dormancy, protracted emergence, and the
presence of red pigmentation in the seed pericarp. Shattering furthers
propagation of the weed because seeds scatter in the field before cultivated
(non-shattering) rice is harvested. The shattering trait in weedy rice seems to
have re-evolved after fixation of the non-shattering sh4 allele in its domesticated
ancestors (Thurber et al. 2010). Variable seed dormancy makes control of
weedy rice by crop rotation difficult due to its ability to remain dormant for
extended amounts of time in a field (Gianinetti & Vernieri 2007). Protracted
emergence patterns make control by chemical means difficult because late or
early emerging individuals can survive herbicide applications (Shivrain et al.
2009b). This also makes control by non-chemical means, such as cover crops,
difficult due to the prolonged and highly variable duration. While the red pericarp
in weedy rice gives it its common name (red rice), it is unclear what advantages
this offers red rice, but could be involved in seed dormancy. This trait is
controlled by the Rc locus where a loss of function mutation (rc) results in the
white colored pericarp of domesticated rice. Weedy rice carries the ancestral
allele shared with wild rice and has a red pigmented pericarp while white
pericarps in cultivated rice are due to a derived allele (Gross et al. 2010),
indicating that fixation of the rc allele occurred across most cultivated rice after
the divergence of weedy rice.
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There are two cultivated species of rice. African rice (Ozyza glaberrima)
was domesticated from the wild progenitor O. barthii in Africa, separate from
Asian rice (O. sativa) which was domesticated from the wild progenitor O.
rufipogon/O. nivara in Asia. Asian rice has two major subgroups, Japonica and
Indica. The Japonica subgroup includes tropical japonica, temperate japonica
and aromatic rice while the Indica subgroup includes aus and indica. Rice
cultivation in the US includes primarily tropical japonica cultivars in the southern
rice belt and temperate japonica in northern CA. Recently, rice production in CA
has included ‘boutique’ varieties of specialty rice. One example is Wehani rice
which is an aromatic cultivar with a red pigmented pericarp. Although boutique
rice varieties are brought in, control of imported seed stocks into CA has been
strict, through tight regulations, in order to prevent the accidental introduction of
wild or weedy rice.
In the southern rice belt there are two major weedy red rice biotypes that
have been continually well established, strawhull awnless (SH) and blackhull
awned (BHA). SH and BHA red rice are genetically most similar to indica and
aus rice varieties respectively (Reagon et al. 2010; Londo & Schaal 2007).
Hybridization between weedy rice biotypes and between weedy rice and
cultivated rice has been shown (Shivrain et al. 2009a; Londo & Schaal 2007),
increasing diversity in these groups. Neither indica or aus varieties are grown in
the US indicating that both biotypes arose in Asia and were brought in as
contaminates of seed stocks during early rice production. In CA, weedy rice was
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completely eradicated until 2003 when a single field in Glenn County was
infested. Since 2003, this weed has spread to several other fields in Colusa and
Glenn Counties. Morphologically, this red rice is distinct from both SH and BHA
as it has a straw colored hull with long awns. Possibilities for the origination of
this red rice include hybridization between cultivated rice and progenitor species,
reversion of cultivated rice to weedy traits, or introduction of already established
weedy rice by contamination of seed stock entering CA. Because the southern
US grows tropical japonica cultivars and CA grows temperate japonica cultivars,
contamination of seed stocks would most likely occur outside of the US.
We have utilized a genome-wide panel of sequence tagged sites (STS)
which are 400-500bp portions of expressed genes that have already been
sequenced in a thorough sampling of AA genome Oryza species (Reagon et al.
2010). These include wild species from Asia (O. rufipogon and O. nivara), Africa
(O. barthii) Central America (O. glumepatula) and Australia (O. meridionalis)
along with cultivated Asian rice (O. sativa: tropical japonica, temperate japonica,
aus, indica, and aromatic) and cultivated African rice (O. glaberrima). To these
sequences we added sequencing at the same loci for weedy and cultivated rice
collected from CA in order to identify the origin of this newly established weed.
We show that weedy red rice in CA is genetically distinct from other weedy, wild
and cultivated rice groups included in our sampling. Hybridization as an origin is
unlikely in this case due to the low level of diversity within the weedy group and
complete homozygosity at all loci for all individuals. Coalescent modeling
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indicates that CA red rice diverged most recently from temperate japonica
cultivars which are grown in CA. The relatively recent divergence of weedy from
cultivated rice in CA could be evidence of a recent regression of cultivated rice
back to a weedy form since establishment in the US.

Materials and Methods
Plant material
Mature seeds were collected from weedy rice plants growing in four fields
in northern CA in 2008. The GPS coordinates of each field are as follows: Wells
(Lat. 39.2332349; Long. -122.219323), DemmerW1 (Lat. 39.6023524; Long. 122.125835), DemmerW2 (Lat. 39.60227836; Long. -122.121612), and
DemmerE (Lat. 39.60379276; Long. -122.099699). Seventy-nine once selfed
lines were grown in the U.C. Davis greenhouse for phenotyping. Twenty-seven
red rice plants were chosen for genotyping along with 12 accessions of
temperate japonica varieties that are cultivated in CA. Plants were grown in the
greenhouse and leaf tissue was excised and desiccated for shipment to Clemson
University for DNA extraction.
DNA was extracted from desiccated leaf tissue using Macherey-Nagel
NucleoSpin 96 Plant DNA extraction kit (Duren, Germany). Purified genomic
DNA was diluted 2:1 in nuclease free water for PCR. PCR was carried out using
standard conditions to amplify 48 (400-600bp) gene fragments selected by
Reagon et al. (2010) from 111 sequenced tagged sites (STS) developed by
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Caicedo et al. (2007). The STS loci are all gene fragments that contain exons
and in some cases introns. PCR products were checked by gel electrophoresis
and primers were removed using Exonuclease and Antarctic phosphatase
treatment. Direct sequencing in both the forward and reverse directions were
carried out by the Clemson University Genomics Institute.
Sequences were assembled into contiguously aligned sequence ‘contigs’
and assigned quality scores using Phred and Phrap. Contigs were aligned and
checked by eye for quality and heterozygous sites in BioLign version 4.0.6.2
(Tom Hall, http://en.bio-soft.net/dna/BioLign.html). Heterozygous base calls were
randomly assigned to two pseudo-haplotypes which were then phased using
PHASE version 2.1 (Stephens et al. 2001; Stephens & Scheet 2005). PHASE
was run on a laptop using a Linux operating system. Output was saved in excel.
Due to low levels of heterozygousity in the data set, haplotypes were inferred
with very high probabilities and consistency across five runs. Phased haplotypes
were aligned with sequences obtained from (Reagon et al. 2010). These
additional sequences consist of the same 48 STS loci for a broad range of AA
genome Oryza species including 58 weedy rice accessions sampled over a 30
year period from Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi, Missouri and Texas. Also
included in this dataset are sequences from the major cultivated groups from
Asia (O. sativa indica, aus, tropical japonica, temperate japonica, and aromatic)
and Africa (O. glaberrima) as well as wild species sampled from Asia (O.
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rufipogon and O. nivara), Africa (O. barthii), Central America (O. glumeapatula)
and Australia (O. meridionalis).
Sequence data analysis
Summary statistics for each STS locus including nucleotide diversity at
silent sites (π) using the Juke’s Cantor correction (Jukes & Cantor 1969),
Watterson’s θ at silent sites (Watterson 1975), number of segregating sites, and
Tajima’s D (Tajima 1989) were calculated in DnaSP version 5.0 (Librado &
Rozas 2009). Arlequin version 3.5 (Excoffier, L. G. Laval, and S. Schneider
2005) was used to calculate pairwise FST and ФST values with 10,000
permutations to assess significance. Bonferroni corrections were used to
determine p-value cutoffs. Recombination break points in each locus were
determined using the 4 gamete test (Hudson & Kaplan 1985) in SITEs (Hey &
Wakeley 1997). DnaSP, Arlequin and SITEs were run on a desktop computer
with a Windows XP operating system. DnaSP output was saved as excel files,
Arlequin output was saved as html files, and SITEs output was saved as text
files.
Population structure was inferred using InStruct (Gao et al. 2007), which
was designed to allow for inbreeding by not assuming Hardy Weinberg
equilibrium within populations. Using STRUCTURE (Pritchard et al. 2000) for
inbreeding populations results in higher rates of inferred splitting between
populations. Five permutations for each number of populations (K) were set from
1 to 22 with 500,000 steps and a burn-in period of 100,000 steps. InStruct runs
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were completed on the Clemson University Condor computing cluster and output
was saved as text files. Log likelihoods for each run were compared to
determine the best fit K value. Distruct version 1.1 (Rosenberg 2004) was used
to create the graphical display from the results obtained in InStruct.
IMa (Hey & Nielsen 2004; Hey & Nielsen 2007) was used to test for best
fit models of isolation-migration and simultaneously estimate effective population
sizes (Nef), migration between populations (Nefm), ancestral population size
(NefA) and time since divergence (T). CA weedy rice was compared on a
pairwise basis to CA cultivated rice (temperate japonica), SH weedy rice, BHA
weedy rice, O. rufipogon (three regions) and O. nivara. Recombination was only
detected in O. rufipogon, so longest non recombining blocks were only utilized in
the comparisons including O. rufipogon. Each comparison was run in M-mode
with wide value cutoffs for all parameters to determine where posterior probability
distributions ranged. After the initial run, three runs with different random number
seeds and smaller cutoff values that were based on the distribution of parameter
values from the first run. All runs had 100,000,000 MCMC steps after a burn-in
of 100,000 steps. Each run had 10 chains with a mixing rate of 5 chain swaps
per step. All three M-mode outputs were checked for convergence and L-mode
runs were conducted on the tree files to test nested models. L-mode runs have
been completed for all comparisons except the CA red rice and CA cultivar
comparison. The maximum likelihood estimates were scaled into demographic
values based on a mutation rate of 1 x 10-8 and a generation time of one year, as
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done with previous work (Reagon et al. 2010), based on (Gaut et al. 1996; Ma &
Bennetzen 2004). All IMa runs were computed on the Condor cluster at
Clemson University using primarily an extensive web-enabled system to
simultaneously manage and monitor performances of each set of input priors.
Use of a cluster allowed for 28+ simultaneous runs, where priors could be
checked and adjusted as needed. Output from IMa was saved as text files.

Results
Morphology
California red rice differs morphologically from other red rice biotypes
found in the southern US. California red rice has a straw colored hull with long
awns (see Figure 3.1) whereas the SH rice biotype typically lacks awns. It
shares important weedy traits including high seed shattering and a red colored
pericarp.
Diversity and divergence of California weedy rice
Four fields in CA were sampled for weedy rice. For genotyping, we
included a total of 27 weedy rice individuals and 12 cultivars. Weedy rice
included eight individuals sampled from Wells, five from DemmerW1, five from
DemmerW2, and nine from DemmerE. Cultivars were all temperate japonica
grown in CA.
FST is a measure of haplotype frequencies within and between groups
used to test for divergence. Average FST values between fields for weedy rice
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are very low, ranging from 0 to 0.0026 (see Table 3.1). The same values were
calculated when measuring ɸST because haplotypes only diverged by one single
nucleotide polymorphism. No significant differences were calculated for any of
the 48 loci. The highest value is 0.077, found between Wells and DemmerE at
STS085. These low values indicate no population structure or divergence
between fields. Measures of diversity including average nucleotide diversity (θπ),
total number of segregating sites and Watterson’s θ within each field as well as
within all fields combined are also very low (see Table 3.2) consistent with a
recent founder event, or strong population bottleneck. These values are a full
order of magnitude lower than what was calculated for SH and BHA weedy rice
biotypes collected from the southern US (Reagon et al. 2010). We grouped all
CA weedy rice as one group for the remaining analysis listed below due to the
lack of structure and low diversity.
ФST is similar to FST, but uses distances between haplotypes, not just
haplotype frequencies, to better estimate divergence between groups. Average
ФST values across all 48 loci (see Table 3.3) indicate high divergence between
CA weedy rice and all other sampled groups. The lowest average value is with
O. rufipogon collected from Southeast Asia (ФST = 0.3639). Taking the median
values across the 48 loci allows us to better understand the patterns across all
loci. Comparisons with BHA and SH weedy rice have the lowest median ФST
values (0.0152 and 0.0275 respectively) indicating that at least half of the loci
tested had values below and order of magnitude lower than the average
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estimate. This indicates that the mean value is high due to divergence at a few
loci, potentially loci that have been swept with a selection event. It also indicates
that CA weedy rice does share some similarity to weedy rice from the southern
US at several loci.
Population structure of California rice
InStruct was used to determine the potential source of CA weedy rice from
the full set of Oryza species. The best fit model included a population number or
K value of nine (Ln Likelihood = -9448). Shown in Figure 3.2 are K of four (Ln
Likelihood= -10588) and K of eight (Ln Likelihood = -9469) through K of ten (Ln
Likelihood = -9480). California weedy rice remains a distinct group down to K of
four, where all other weedy rice individuals are grouped together with indica and
aus cultivated varieties. At K of nine, membership of clusters was consistent with
previous work (Reagon et al. 2010), however temperate and tropical japonica
accessions were not resolved. These remain unresolved for all K values up to
22, indicating that there is not enough variation in our loci to separate these
groups. Previous work with the dataset was able to resolve these two groups,
however the addition of CA weedy rice seems to wash out that resolution.
Demographic history of California weedy rice
Isolation with migration (IMa) modeling allows us to simultaneously
estimate several demographic parameters using coalescent theory. By utilizing
the coalescent, we can distinguish shared haplotypes due to gene flow from
those that are ancestral to divergence. This allows us to determine the relative
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time since divergence between groups as well as the rate of gene flow since
divergence. The most recently diverged group with CA red rice was CA
cultivated rice (temperate japonica) estimated at about 24 years ago. The other
estimates were over three orders of magnitude larger (see Table 3.4). The
posterior probability densities for the time parameter (Figure 3.3) show a clear
difference in divergence times from CA cultivars and the rest of the sampled
groups. The posterior probabilities for the other parameters for the CA red rice
and CA cultivar comparison are given in Figure 3.4. These values are from an
m-mode run.

Discussion
As a close relative of a model plant for molecular evolution and population
genetic studies of domestication, weedy rice is a great candidate to study the dedomestication in much of the same way. Strawhull and blackhull biotypes have
already been shown to have been established independently early in rice
domestication in Asia. The path to de-domestication for these biotypes might be
convoluted due to possible gene flow with wild relatives and cultivated rice since
establishment of the weed. California red rice is newly established in the
absence of wild relatives in the region and will therefore offer additional
prospective to the questions of what is needed to confer ‘weediness’ in the dedomestication process.
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From where did California red rice come?
California weedy rice is a newly established and distinct group of red rice
in the US. We have inferred divergence of CA red rice from CA cultivated rice at
about 24 years before the present. This fairly recent divergence time could mean
that CA red rice has diverged since the establishment of rice cultivation in CA
and has only recently taken on traits that characterize it as weedy, such as a red
pericarp. Interestingly, both SH and BHA weedy rice from the Southern US have
very old divergence estimates (approximately 30,000 and 17,000 years before
present). These numbers are likely inflated due to interactions among other
more closely related groups (Strasburg & Rieseberg 2009).
This relatively recent divergence along with the lack of shared morphology
and genetic relatedness with other weedy rice from the southern US indicates
that this newly established infestation has evolved separately from a cultivated
ancestor, but perhaps in a similar manner as other weedy red rice. Our diversity
analysis is consistent with recent establishment of the weed from a few
individuals: low genetic diversity within and between CA fields from which red
rice was collected. Pairwise divergence estimates indicate high divergence
between CA weedy rice and other groups. This is consistent with independent
establishment of this weed in the US.
It is possible that we have not captured the closest relative in our dataset
and that CA red rice is actually an already established cultivated or wild/weedy
rice of non-North American origin that has recently colonized CA. One idea is
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that boutique rice varieties (such as the red-pericarp pigmented Wehani) may be
the source of CA red rice. We sequenced 12 informative STS loci in Wehani and
found no shared haplotypes with CA red rice (data not shown). Although there
are other boutique varieties that might contribute to CA red rice, we would still
expect to see a signal for relatedness among the close relatives of those cultivars
which were included in our dataset. Morphologically, CA red rice is also distinct
from boutique varieties that have been scored. We would have liked to include
additional CA cultivars in our genotyping, but were denied permission.
Implications
If weedy red rice in CA is newly derived from a temperate japonica
cultivated ancestor, then additional complexity has been added on to the control
of weedy rice. SH and BHA red rice are thought to have been independently
established from cultivated rice early on in rice domestication. The contemporary
establishment of a new weedy biotype, especially in the highly controlled
agricultural setting of CA indicates that weedy rice can evolve anywhere that rice
is being cultivated.
Evolution of weeds from crops requires changes at several important
traits. Seed dispersal (particularly by shattering) is pivotal to the establishment
and maintenance of grass weeds, where the level of shattering is directly related
to the weed’s fitness. Because non-shattering is selected for in domesticated
grasses, weeds evolved from crops would have to revert to shattering either
though gene flow or by re-evolving the trait, assuming there is no standing
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variation for this trait in domesticated populations. Extended seed dormancy
could also increase fitness of a weed, but would be selected against in a crop
because it would make cultivation difficult. Therefore, the reversion to seed
dormancy would also be selected for in weedy species. Red pericarps in red rice
may be selected for due to the ability of seeds to remain dormant for long periods
of time, which is one explanation for the high frequency of red colored pericarps
in weedy red rice.
It would be interesting to sequence known genetic regions that confer
weedy characteristics and whose patterns have been identified in both weedy
and cultivated rice to have a better understanding of the evolution of weediness
in this biotype. The Rc locus would be a good candidate because most rice
cultivated in CA would carry the loss of function mutation, resulting in a white
pericarp. We can determine if CA red rice shares polymorphisms associated
with the loss of function allele (rc), but has re-evolved a red pericarp either by
reversion or by changes at another locus. We could also test if CA red rice has
captured the functional allele from another source such as cultivated rice with a
red pigmented pericarp or wild/weedy relatives present outside of the US through
gene flow.
Another interesting study would be to compare US specific cultivars grown
in CA to temperate japonica cultivars from outside the US to determine if there
are US specific markers present in CA weedy rice. These patterns can be
compared to determine if this weed most likely evolved within or outside the US.
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Understanding the exact origin of weedy rice in CA would be useful in
determining steps that should be taken in order to manage this weed and control
the evolution of additional biotypes in the future.
Crop and weed interactions are common in agro-ecosystems, with the
presence of con-specific weeds in fields of several of the world’s most utilized
crops (Ellstrand et al. 1999). The use of divergence population genetics to track
crop and weed interactions, as done in this study, is useful in understanding how
weeds evolve and what approaches could be used to best control their spread.
The only other example of a recent de-domestication of a crop plant without gene
flow from a wild relative is feral rye in CA (Burger et al. 2006). Feral rye is
phenotypically diverged from cultivated rye, which was introduced about 120
years ago (Burger et al. 2007). This recent, but rapid divergence mirrors what
we have found in CA red rice. Another interesting comparison would be between
these systems and the de-domestication of animal species. It has been
proposed that animals undergo several phenotypic changes associated with the
domestication syndrome (Dobney & Larson 2006). To our knowledge, no studies
have documented traits or genes associated with feral populations. The
information gained from understanding what drives the evolution of weedy or
feral traits in these systems will allow for a better understanding of important
evolutionary concepts of selection and demography in species divergence.
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Table 3.1: Average pairwise FST values between four weedy rice fields. Bottom
diagonal (a) are mean pairwise FST values across 48 loci, top diagonal (b)
are median pairwise FST values with range in parentheses. ɸST values
were the same as FST for comparisons because haplotypes diverged by
one single nucleotide polymorphism. All values were estimated in
Arlequin.
Field

Wells

Wells

DemmerW1

DemmerW2

DemmerE

0b
(0-0.025)

0
(0-0.025)

0
(0-0.077)

0
(0-0)

0
(0.012)

DemmerW1

0.0005a

DemmerW2

0.0005

0

DemmerE

0.0026

0.0003

0
(0-0.012)
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0.0003

Table 3.2: Nucleotide sequence diversity of California rice by field and for the
total data set. Total number of segregating sites (SegSites) across 48
STS loci. Average nucleotide diversity at silent sites per 1000 base pairs
(θπ /Kb). Average Watterson’s theta at silent sites per 1000 base pairs
(θW /Kb).
Total SegSites

θπ /Kb

θW /Kb

Wells

4

0.0435

0.0560

DemmerW1

0

0

0

DemmerW2

0

0

0

DemmerE

2

0.0325

0.0452

All CA weedy

6

0.0248

0.0750
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Table 3.3: Average population differentiation estimates (ɸST) between California
red rice and other rice groups. Estimates from Arlequin are averaged across
48 STS loci from Arlequin.
CA weedy vs:

Mean ɸST

Median ɸST

CA temp. japonica

0.5496

0.8638

SH weedy

0.4462

0.0275

BHA weedy

0.4247

0.0152

O.rufipogon China

0.4375

0.3771

O.rufipogon India

0.4094

0.3598

O.rufipogon SE Asia

0.3639

0.3075

O.nivara

0.5956

0.6992

O.glumaepatula

0.7146

0.9843

O.barthii

0.7894

0.9601

O.glaberrima

0.7658

1

O.meridionalis

0.9636

1
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Table 3.4: Co-estimated demographic parameters for California red rice
compared to a second population as inferred in the best fit model in IMa. The
point estimate is in bold and the high and low 90% Bayesian posterior
probability densities are in parentheses. The CA cultivar comparisons have
not been merged in L-mode.
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Figure 3.1: Grains of the California red rice biotype and the southern red rice
biotypes. California red rice (top panel) with representative strawhull
(bottom left) and blackhull (bottom right) red rice biotypes. California red
rice has straw to golden colored hulls and long straw colored awns.
Strawhull red rice has short to no awns and straw colored hulls. Blackhull
red rice has long, dark awns with dark hull color. All three biotypes have
the characteristic red colored pericarp.
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Figure 3.2: Population structure as inferred from the best fit number of groupings
in InStruct. Each individual is represented by a bar colored to reflect
genetic membership of specified number of groups (K). The best fit model
had K = 9, shown larger to right. K=8 and K=10 included for comparison.
K=4 was lowest K value that maintained California red rice as a separate
group from the rest of rice sampled (furthest left).
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Figure 3.3: Posterior probability densities for time since divergence from
California red rice. Time axis is on a log scale to include all comparisons.
Each point on this graph represents 100,000 steps in the Markov Chain.
The California cultivar data points are from an M-mode run in IMa. Final
data will need to be tested for a no migration model in L-mode. All other
comparisons are finalized with L-mode runs.
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Figure 3.4: Posterior probability densities for inferred population histories
between California red rice and California cultivars. Top graph gives
effective population sizes for the current and ancestral populations. The
bottom graph gives effective migration rates between the two populations
since divergence. Each point on this graph represents 100,000 steps in
the Markov Chain. This data is from an M-mode run in IMa. Final data
will need to be tested for a no migration model in L-mode.
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CHAPTER FOUR

PINK-AWNED RED RICE: A POTENTIAL CONDUIT FOR GENE EXCHANGE
IN ARKANSAS AGRO-ECOSYSTEMS
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Abstract
Hybridization between genetically diverged lineages results in increases in
overall genetic diversity and is a potential mechanism for the origin and spread of
adaptive alleles. In weed and crop hybridization, this may result in weedy
biotypes which have traits enhancing weediness such as adaptation to field
conditions specific to promoting efficient cultivation and harvest strategies.
Weedy red rice in the southern US hybridizes with cultivated rice in fields
(Shivrain et al. 2009a; Shivrain et al. 2009c). We used divergence population
genetic model testing approaches, controlled genetic crosses, and morphological
and phenological trait analyses to examine the potential origin and impact of the
new weedy rice biotype. Gene sequencing of 48 STS loci has revealed a pattern
of gene flow from tropical japonica rice into the blackhull weedy rice biotype.
This weed can be distinguished in the field by the presence of long pink awns,
thus we call this biotype pink-awn (PA) rice. Our data suggest that PA rice is the
result of hybridization between black hull weedy rice and tropical japonica crop
rice. Phenotypically, PA rice offspring segregate several traits associated with
weediness in rice. The segregation of these traits could lead to adaptive allele
combinations in PA rice and potentially move into other weedy rice biotypes
through additional hybridization events.
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Introduction
Hybridization between species or highly diverged genetic lineages results
in several evolutionarily important outcomes. Hybridization can lead to the
formation of new species (such as the Hawaiian Silversword Alliance; Barrier et
al. 1999), increase the diversity and therefore adaptive potential of an existing
species (as seen in Sunflower; Rieseberg et al. 2003), and result in the loss of
rare species due to the loss of genetic distinctiveness from a more abundant
close relative (reviewed in Levin et al. 1996). Hybridization between two species
does not lead to the movement of all genes, but may result in increased allele
exchange in genes that do not negatively impact the fitness of backcross hybrids.
This is because the backcrossing of hybrids to one or both of the parental
genotypes is the only mechanism by which introgression of new alleles into a
lineage can take place. This process is often asymmetric with respect to which
parental genotype receives alleles due to differences in the ability of the hybrid to
backcross with one genotype as well as differences in the fitness of the resulting
cross (Ellstrand et al. 1999). In the lack of structural differences, selection and
recombination rates are likely the major driving forces for the pattern of
introgression into each parental species.
Weedy species that hybridize with the crops with which they grow are
some of the most difficult to control. Hybridization offers the potential for the
spread of crop alleles (including genes that confer herbicide resistance) into the
weed (Gealy et al. 2003; Trucco et al. 2009). With strong selective pressures,
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such as repeated herbicide application, these alleles can be quickly fixed in a
weedy population. Further complicating matters, inter-fertile crop/weed systems
can produce offspring carrying a range of genetic backgrounds resulting in more
crop-like weeds that may have a greater chance of continued crossing (Langevin
et al. 1990; Reagon & Snow 2006). Selection for traits that enhance weediness
can then take place with higher levels of genetic diversity for raw material
(Morrell et al. 2005; Ridley & Ellstrand 2009; Ellstrand et al. 1999). Hybridization
of wild (non-weedy) relatives with crops can also result in the transfer of traits
into the wild relative that allow it to grow with the crop and become weedy.
Hybridization, resulting in increased diversity within the weed as well as
increased crop/weed similarities, therefore allows weeds to quickly adapt to new
agro-ecosystems (and management practices) in which cultivated plants have
already been established.
Weedy red rice is a con-specific weed of cultivated Asian rice (O. sativa)
in the southern US. Several studies have detected hybridization between red
rice and the cultivars with which it grows (Shivrain et al. 2009c; Gealy et al. 2003;
Langevin et al. 1990; Shivrain et al. 2008; Shivrain et al. 2009b; Shivrain et al.
2010). Two major bio-types of red rice growing in the southern US are SH and
BHA. These two biotypes are genetically distinct and are likely from two
separate evolutionary origins during rice domestication (Londo & Schaal 2007;
Reagon et al. 2010). Although brownhulled (BrH) rice is found as a likely first
generation offspring of SH and BHA rice (based on InStruct grouping
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assignment), little introgression between BHA and SH biotypes is detected from
field collections. However, introgression from cultivated rice into weedy rice has
been detected in both biotype backgrounds (see InStruct mix group from Reagon
et al. 2010).
Here we describe a new weedy rice biotype: PA rice which has been
collected from Arkansas rice fields. PA rice is of hybrid origin from BHA and
cultivated tropical japonica. With overlapping plant heights and flowering times
between PA rice and both SH and BHA biotypes, this biotype could act as a
conduit for gene flow between biotypes as well as facilitate introgression of crop
alleles into both SH and BHA biotypes. Gene flow between these groups could
greatly enhance the ability of weedy rice biotypes to adapt to management
practices and as well as enhance their ability to outcompete crop rice in the field.

Materials and Methods
Seed collection and plant crossing
Seeds were collected from mature weedy rice plants in rice fields from
Arkansas. Two PA plants and one SH plant were sampled from one field in
Mississippi County. One SH plant and one BHA plant were each sampled from
one field in two separate counties (Drew and Arkansas). Seeds were grown in
the Clemson University greenhouse under controlled conditions. Ten seeds from
each of the two PA plants were germinated and grown to maturity, while five
seeds from each collected plant were grown for SH and BHA biotypes. Once
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mature, plants were scored for a number of weedy traits: plant height, number of
tillers, leaf width and length, culm angle, stem base color, awn length and color,
hull color, average seeds per panicle, number of panicles, and days to flower.
For continuous traits, biotypes were compared using two tailed t-tests. Crosses
were made between biotypes after plant phenotypes were recorded.
Crosses were made by first emasculating flowers using forceps. Once
emasculated, flowers were bagged overnight and checked the next day for
complete removal of stamens. The next day, the panicle of the mother plant was
bagged with a mature panicle from the father plant. This bag was agitated
several times to increase the chance of pollination of the flowers. Panicles were
bagged together for seven days after which the father panicle was removed from
the bag. Reciprocal crosses were made in all cases. The seeds were allowed to
mature on the plant for four weeks after crossing. Once mature, seeds were
collected and allowed to after-ripen for another four weeks. Cross offspring were
germinated and grown in the greenhouse under controlled conditions. Once
mature, these plants were scored for the same traits as the parent plants.
Genotyping and genetic analysis
One plant from each of the two PA parents was chosen for genotyping.
Twelve tropical japonica cultivars from Arkansas were also included in
genotyping. DNA was extracted from fresh leaf tissue using Macherey-Nagel
NucleoSpin 96 Plant DNA extraction kit (Duren, Germany). Purified genomic
DNA was diluted 2:1 in nuclease free water for PCR. PCR was carried out using
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standard conditions to amplify 48 (400-600bp) gene fragments selected by
Reagon et al. (2010) from 111 STS developed by Caicedo et al. (2007). All STS
loci were gene fragments containing exons and in some cases introns. The PCR
products were checked by gel electrophoresis and primers were removed using
Exonuclease and Antarctic phosphatase treatment. Direct sequencing in both
the forward and reverse directions were carried out by the Clemson University
Genomics Institute.
Sequences were aligned into contiguous sequences (contigs) and
assigned quality scores using Phred and Phrap. Contigs were aligned and
checked by eye for quality and heterozygous sites in BioLign version 4.0.6.2
(Tom Hall http://en.bio-soft.net/dna/BioLign.html). Heterozygous base calls were
randomly assigned to two pseudo-haplotypes which were then phased using
PHASE version 2.1 (Stephens et al. 2001; Stephens & Scheet 2005). Due to low
levels of heterozygousity in the data set, haplotypes were inferred with very high
probabilities and consistency across five runs. Phased haplotypes were aligned
with sequences obtained from (Reagon et al. 2010) including 24 BHA, 24 SH,
and five BrH weedy rice accessions from the southern US.
Summary statistics for each STS locus including nucleotide diversity at
silent sites (π) using the Juke’s Cantor correction (Jukes & Cantor 1969),
Watterson’s θ at silent sites (Watterson 1975), number of segregating sites, and
Tajima’s D (Tajima 1989) were calculated in DnaSP version 5.0 (Librado &
Rozas 2009). Arlequin version 3.5 (Excoffier, L. G. Laval, and S. Schneider
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2005) was used to calculate pairwise ФST values with 10,000 permutations to
assess significance between each biotype. Bonferroni corrections for multiple
tests were used to determine P-value cutoffs. Recombination break points in
each locus were determined using the 4 gamete test (Hudson & Kaplan 1985) in
SITEs (Hey & Wakeley 1997). DnaSP, Arlequin and SITEs were run on a
desktop with a Windows XP operating system. Output was saved as excel files
from DnaSP, html files from Arlequin and text files from SITEs.
Population structure was inferred using InStruct (Gao et al. 2007), which
was designed to allow for inbreeding by not assuming Hardy Weinberg
equilibrium within populations, STRUCTURE (Pritchard et al. 2000) assumes
HWE and results in over splitting of inbreeding populations. Five permutations
for each number of populations (K) were set from one to ten with 500,000 steps
and a burn-in period of 100,000 steps. InStruct runs were completed on the
Clemson University Condor computing cluster. Log likelihoods were compared
to determine the best fit K value. Distruct version 1.1 (Rosenberg 2004) was
used to create the graphical display from the results. Instruct was run on the
Condor computing cluster at Clemson University and output was saved as text
files.
IMa (Hey & Nielsen 2004; Hey & Nielsen 2007) was used to
simultaneously estimate effective population sizes (Nef), migration between
populations (Nefm), ancestral population size (NefA) and time since divergence
(T). Pink-awn rice was compared on a pairwise basis to Arkansas cultivated rice
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(tropical japonica), SH weedy rice, and BHA weedy rice. Each comparison was
run in M-mode with wide value cutoffs for all parameters to determine where
posterior probability distributions ranged. After the initial run, three runs with
different random number seeds and smaller cutoff values that were based on the
distribution of parameter values from the first run. All runs had 100,000,000
MCMC steps after a burn-in of 100,000 steps. Each run had 10 chains with a
mixing rate of five chain swaps per step. All three M-mode outputs were checked
for convergence and L-mode runs were conducted on the tree files to test nested
models. The maximum likelihood estimates were scaled into demographic
values based on a mutation rate of 1 x 10-8 and a generation time of one year, as
done with previous work (Reagon et al. 2010), based on (Gaut et al. 1996; Ma &
Bennetzen 2004). All IMa runs were computed on the Condor cluster at
Clemson University and output was saved as text files.

Results
Phenotype analysis
Pink-awned rice offspring segregate several weedy traits including plant
height, hull color, presence of awns, pericarp color, and days to flower (see
Figure 4.1). Segregation of these traits suggests a hybrid origin of PA rice. Since
white colored pericarps are a trait only seen in cultivated rice and red colored
pericarps are a trait found in weedy rice (Gross et al. 2010), the segregation of
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white and red pericarps in the offspring is likely due to cultivar-weed
hybridization.
Strawhull and blackhull red rice offspring have lower variance at all traits
when compared to PA rice offspring (see Figure 4.2a). Using a two tailed t-test,
SH and BHA rice offspring had significantly different values for plant height (Pvalue = 0.0029) and days to flower (P-value = 9.28 x 10-8). Seed set between
these two biotypes was not significantly different (P-value = 0.552).
Seed set was measured by counting the number of panicles produced by
each plant at maturity and multiplying that by the average number of seeds
produced from three separate panicles from that plant. Crosses between SH and
BHA plants resulted in offspring with reductions in seed set when compared to
offspring of BHA self (P-value = 0.037) and SH self-crosses (P-value = 0.0004;
see Figure 4.2b). Crosses of SH and BHA with PA rice results in offspring that
have no significant differences in seed set than the seed set from offspring of
self-crosses of these two biotypes. This indicates that crosses between PA and
the other two biotypes result in more fit offspring than do direct crosses between
SH and BHA plants.
Days to flower are an important trait to consider for hybridization potential.
Offspring of SH and BHA self-crosses have significantly different numbers of
days to flower (P-value = 9.28x10-8). This results in less of an overlap of
flowering times between the two biotypes. PA offspring overlapped flowering
times with both BHA and SH weedy rice. When SH and BHA are crossed with
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each other and with PA rice, the resulting offspring have no significant
differences in days to flower (P-value = 0.6819). Therefore, initial hybridization
between biotypes has the potential to increase continual hybridization by
resulting in overlapping flowering times.
Genetic analysis
InStruct analysis uses haplotype information to group individuals into
distinct genetic groups (K). In the best fit number of populations K of eight (Log
Likelihood = -1827), PA rice has population assignment with both Arkansas
cultivars and BHA weedy rice (see Figure 4.3). This is indicative of a hybrid
origin. Because the split is not even between the two parent populations, this
indicates this is not a first generation hybrid, but rather has back or self-crossed
since hybridization. Our results suggest that most of the genetic background of
PA rice groups with cultivars, while only a small portion groups with BHA rice.
BrH red rice has both BHA and SH membership, but is split somewhat evenly
half and half. This indicates that these are a first generation hybrid. There
seems to be some introgression of SH alleles into BHA and less in the other
direction, indicating that backcrosses from BrH rice may occur into the BHA
genotype better than into the SH genotype.
ɸST is an estimate of population differentiation based on haplotype
distances. Low differentiation values are caused both by recent divergence and
by high gene flow since divergence. Mean ɸST values across 48 loci are lowest
between PA rice and Arkansas cultivars (see Table 4.1). Median values are zero
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between PA rice and Arkansas cultivars, PA rice and BHA rice, and SH rice and
BH rice. These data indicate that the lowest divergence is between PA rice and
Arkansas cultivars. The low median values also indicate low divergence
between PA rice and BHA rice as well as between SH and BHA weedy rice
biotypes. To infer if shared recent ancestry or gene flow is responsible for low
divergence, we used Isolation with Migration modeling (IMa).
IMa uses the coalescent to distinguish between recent divergence and
gene flow. It simultaneously estimates population size, gene flow, and time since
divergence. Our analysis indicates a more recent divergence of PA rice from
BHA rice (69 years before present) than found with other comparisons (see
Table 4.2). When testing nested models for the PA and SH rice comparison we
found that the no migration model could not be rejected (p-value = 0.3358). With
the no migration model the divergence time was 115 years before present which
is not very far from the divergence time from BHA rice. The no migration model
was rejected for all other runs. Although the divergence between PA rice and
Arkansas cultivars is estimated to be very high (about 270,000 years before
present) the migration rate is also higher than found between other groups.
Therefore, the lower ɸST estimate found between PA rice and Arkansas cultivars
is due to gene flow between these groups and not recent divergence.
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Discussion
There are several important impacts of crop and weed hybridization in
agro-ecosystems. The most obvious is the spread of herbicide resistant alleles
into the species that the herbicide is designed to control. Also important is the
potential for weeds to acquire cultivar-like traits that make them better suited to
survive in agro-ecosystems. Hybridization can increase the genetic and
phenotypic diversity of weedy species allowing enhanced adaptation to a new
environment. Some weedy species have been established due to wild, nonweedy relatives hybridizing with crops leading to wild relatives taking on traits
that allow them to survive in agro-ecosystems for which they were previously
unsuited, resulting in a new weedy species (as in Sunflower; Reagon & Snow
2006).
Pink-awn rice is the result of hybridization between BHA weedy rice and
cultivated tropical japonica followed by backcrossing into the BHA parental line or
by self-crossing and possible selection for weedy traits at several loci. The
persistence of weedy and cultivar hybrids in fields indicates that there is potential
for long-term gene flow between these groups. Furthermore, the presence of this
rice in agricultural fields indicates that weedy red rice has the potential for further
adaptation to agro-ecosystems and for spread of crop alleles into weedy
populations. PA rice also overlaps traits that differ between SH and BHA rice.
SH weedy rice overlaps with flowering time and plant height traits in PA rice but
not for BHA rice. SH and PA rice crosses also produce more fecund offspring
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than SH and BHA rice offspring. This overlap may allow PA rice to cross with
both of these distinct biotypes allowing for further spread of weedy traits between
these two groups and increasing overall genetic diversity. This would allow PA
rice to act as a conduit for gene exchange not only between cultivated and
weedy rice, but also between weedy rice biotypes.
PA rice has been observed in low abundance across several fields in
Arkansas (Burgos, personal observation) meaning that this biotype is either
spreading or being established separately in several fields. Either way, the
maintenance of this biotype has the potential to greatly enhance the fitness of
other weedy biotypes that could capture alleles (especially alleles from the crop)
as well as increase in frequency due to greater fitness in the agro-ecosystem.
Several other important crop plants hybridize with closely related wild or
weedy relatives (reviewed in Ellstrand et al. 1999). These complexes include
sunflower (Strasburg & Rieseberg 2008), radish (Ridley & Ellstrand 2009), rape
seed (Wilkinson et al. 2003) and corn (Ross-Ibarra et al. 2009). This
phenomenon is not limited to plants. Domesticated animals can hybridize with
close relatives at an even greater rate than wild relatives can hybridize with each
other (Dobney & Larson 2006). It is unclear if this is due to behavioral changes
or genetic compatibility changes in domesticated animals.
A potential outcome of crop/weed hybridization and introgression is the
creation of ‘super-weeds’ that have enhanced weedy traits due to selection in the
field as well as the presence of important crop traits due to gene flow. The threat
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of ‘super-weeds’ in agro-ecosystems remains the largest issue in the
implementation of transgenic crops. Goals of feeding the global population
cannot be met without understanding how to control con-specific weeds that
capture alleles from the crops in which these traits are bred, increasing fitness in
the agro-ecosystem. This cycle of crop improvement followed by weed
improvement causing the need for further crop improvement is accelerated by
hybridization between the crop and the weed.
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Table 4.1: Average population differentiation estimates (ɸST) between red rice
biotypes and cultivated tropical japonica. Estimates from Arlequin are
averaged across 48 STS loci.
Pairwise Comparison

Mean ɸst

Median ɸst

Pink & BHA red

0.3470

0

Pink & SH red

0.4516

0.2931

SH red & BHA red

0.2314

0

Pink & cultivars

0.1196

0

SH red & cultivars

0.4042

0.2874

BHA red & cultivars

0.3833

0.3029
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Table 4.2: Co-estimated demographic parameters for pink-awn rice
compared to other rice biotypes and cultivars as inferred in the best fit model
in IMa. The point estimate is in bold and the high and low 90% Bayesian
posterior probability densities are in parentheses.
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35
(6, 144)
17
(6, 69)

52
(12, 236)

23
(6, 75)

SH red

BHA red

2471
(1123, 9217)

1567
(380, 4879)

18
(18, 32955)

Ne Ancestral

0.0769
(0, 0.24)

0

0.1786
(0.05, 0.60)

NeM
from PA
red

0.0165
(0.001, 0.14)

0

0.2405
(0.08, 0.75)

NeM
into PA red

69
(23, 230)

115
(115, 1267)

269,953
(129108, 23063380)

Time (years)

NeM is the effective migration rate between populations (average number of migrants per generation).

Ne is the effective population size

* Second population used for comparison to CA red rice

563
(276, 1555)

622
(211, 2236)

AR
cultivars

Ne 2

Ne PA red

Pop 2*

Figure 4.1: Photograph of pink-awn (PA) red rice self-cross offspring seed
phenotypes. Seeds with intact hulls are laid on outside rows, seeds with
hulls removed are on the inside rows. The two left hand rows are seeds
from self-cross offspring of one PA rice plant. The two right hand rows are
seeds from the self-cross offspring of the other PA rice plant. Both PA rice
plants produced offspring with white and red pericarps and segregating
trait values for hull color, awn length and awn color.
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Figure 4.2: Average plant phenotypes by biotype and cross. Mean trait values
are displayed as grey bars with standard deviations indicated by error
bars. Double stars indicate statistical significance using a 2 tailed T-test
and a P-value of less than 0.01. Set (a) compares self-crossed parental
plants; set (b) compares crosses between biotypes.
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Figure 4.3: Population structure as inferred from the best fit number of groupings
in InStruct. Each individual is represented by a bar colored to reflect
genetic membership of specified number of groups (K). The best fit model
had K = 8 (shown). Pink-awn rice has shared membership with
Arkansas cultivars and black hull red rice.
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CONCLUSIONS
This dissertation utilizes divergence population genetics to better
understand the interactions within and between species and species complexes.
In the first chapter, I reviewed literature on population genetics and species
interactions with a focus on agro-ecosytems. In chapter two, I used a model
system (Arabidopsis lyrata subsp. petraea) to model population histories into the
past that were consistent with known population histories. In chapter three, I
utilized divergence population genetics to uncover the origin on a new red rice
infestation in California. In chapter four, I used genetic sequences and
phenotypic data from red rice biotypes and crosses to infer the potential
outcomes of hybridization between cultivated rice and weedy red rice. By
sampling natural populations that are closely related to model plants (Arabidopsis
and Oryza), the patterns of sequence variation from these studies are directly
comparable to other studies whose populations are subject to similar processes;
such as selection, genetic drift, and gene flow. These comparisons will be most
useful in framing specific hypotheses patterns of genetic variation and
divergence in systems that do not have the genomic tools needed for exhaustive
genome-wide analyses. Utilizing model systems for these studies is also helpful
because patterns found on the population genomics level can be merged with
other ‘omics’ (fields of study that aim to quantitate all products of interest, such
as protein levels in a given cell or tissue type: proteomics) that are available for
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model systems allowing for a better understanding of key players biochemical
and developmental pathways or networks.
The studies included here have also generated several interesting
outcomes that will lead to future research projects. The patterns of genetic
variation found for coding genes in Arabidopsis lyrata subsp. petraea due to
demographic change (chapter two) can be further explored in two representative
populations using the additional 17 SCNLs that were originally developed for this
project. These would produce a distribution of genetic variation to which
candidate genes for population specific adaptations could be screened to further
our understanding of the impacts of demography on adaptive divergence. The
California red rice population (chapter three) will be very interesting to study in
comparison to other red rice biotypes that were established before introduction to
North America because genus Oryza is not endemic to North America. Patterns
of genetic variation at candidate genes for weediness in red rice will be useful for
understanding the genetic basis of parallel evolution and speciation processes.
These candidate genes could include players in seed dormancy, shattering and
red pigmented pericarps which are traits that have been suggested as potential
targets of selection in weedy rice. Additional candidates may soon be pinpointed
by a Quantitative Trait Loci (QTL) mapping project underway in the Caicedo,
Olsen and Jia labs (personal communication), which is my future postdoctoral
research project. The pink-awn rice biotype (chapter four) will be a great tool for
understanding the patterns of gene flow between two groups (weedy and
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cultivated rice) which are presumably each under different selection pressures.
Understanding which alleles can move between crop and weedy rice will be
useful in testing hypotheses of what maintains boundaries between diverging
groups in the presence of gene flow as well as our understanding of potential
interactions among domesticated species and their close wild relatives.
The application of population genetics to different lines of research will
likely increase as genetic and genomic data become more accessible. This
dissertation fits nicely into this greatly expanding field by merging theory with
direct application in agro-ecosystems by testing specific hypotheses regarding
the genetic impact of interactions between populations and diverged close
relatives. The results from these studies could have major impacts regarding
how agro-ecosystems are managed and where future research should be
focused. One example for how this data can be applied to management
recommendations would be to inform growers of the increased potential for
spread of herbicide resistance into weedy rice when pink-awn rice is present in
their fields.
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APPENDIX A
LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS

ABC – Approximate Bayesian Computation
AMOVA – Analysis of Molecular Variance
BHA – Blackhull red rice
CA – California
IMa – Isolation with Migration Model
LD – Linkage Disequilibrium
LGM – Last Glacial Maximum
MCMC – Markov Chain Monte Carlo
PA – Pink-awn red rice
PCR – Polymerase Chain Reaction
SCNL – Single Copy Nuclear Loci
SH – Strawhull red rice
STS – Sequence Tagged Sites
US – United States
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